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A SMART MODEL IN GAUGE “0”
This miniature Pacific type "Flying
Scotsman" locomotive is one of our most
handsome scale models at a moderate
price.
For details of gauge "0 "  models and
accessories still available send for GR/17
catalogue, price 9d.
A MOST ATTRACTIVE NEW SERIES
of real photographic post-cards for the
Model Enthusiast! Model Railways from
gauge “00”  to 15 inch gauge. Per set
of 6, 1/- post free.

• WHILE THE STOCK LASTS this fine gauge "0”  model is
available in  electric, 8-10 volts d.c. (spur PC  1 Q-  Crj
drive). Send NOW and make sure of one! Lu  I Lu .  UU«
BASSETT-LOWKE LTD., Northampton MANCHESTER: Corporation’ St!

A R B U TT 'S

Plasticine' Cheer the Forces
with snaps...helps to perfect your

Plane Models from on
>filmsSELO

Your Meccano Warplane wi l l  look
still more realistic with a touch of
"Plasticine" on wings and fuselage,
and with pilot and observer aboard.
This pliant colourful material is in*
dispensable to all Meccano enthusiasts.

Available in limited quantities.
HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE LTD., 99. Bathampton. BATH

Made  by
ILFORD LIMITED
ILFORD, LONDON

Post Free OFFER ol
SAMPLE PARCEL
containing many
useful pieces of

CHEMICAL
APPARATUS

During the National Emergency only limited
supplies of

VITALITY BULBS
are now likely to be available.

If your Dealers cannpt supply you with the type
you require, do let us have full particulars,
together with their name and address, because it
might just happen that we know of factors who

may be able to supply them. Write also for free
PRICE LIST ot

ol her sets.

RFCK (Scientific Dept. G). 60. High St.U VrX  stoke Newington. London N.16

WAIIT V ini  ltx LTII
WOOD GKELN,
LONDON. N.llNEVUXC PLACf. •
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MADE IN  ENGLAND BY
INTERNATIONAL MODEL AIRCRAFT LTD

for  the Sole Concessionaires
LINES BROTHERS LTD'TREANG WORKSHORDEh’HOAD MERTON-LONDONSW/9 ENG
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Till V ICTORY  is  u l t imate ly
ach ieved  boys there  wil l  be  a
shortage of  supplies of  our we l l
known  products:  Chemistry  Sets ,
Building  Bricks,  Stone  Puzz les ,  etc.
Supp l ies  o f  LOTT 'S  Chemis t ry ,  Labora tory
Appara tus  and  Chemica ls  a re  now
ava i l ab le ,  and  we  a re  do ing  our  bes t  to
d is t r ibu te  fa i r l y  a l l  ava i l ab le  supp l ies  to

toy dea le rs  everywhere .
Wr i te  for  I l lust ra ted L is ts
o f  our  Chemis t ry  Spares
(now on  sa le )  enc los ing
Id .  s tamp  fo r  r ep ly  p lease .

(jovJM

LOTT'S
PRODUCTS

ARE WORTH
WAIT ING

FOR

FBRICKS rWATFORD
HERTS J

SUMMER - 1942

Even if i t  is wartime there is still
the need for games in  the  open air.
Cricket will be  played in all sorts
of places during the long hours of
daylight, and Tennis too. Hamley’s
still have a very good selection of
everything you need for Summer

Sports at  reasonable prices.
CRICKET BATS from 9 6 to 32/6 each.
CRICKET BALLS from 1/3 to 12/6 each.
TENNIS RACQUETS — Al l  leading makes

from 42/- to 65/- each.

OUR
ONLY
ADORES!)

200 -202 .  REGENT STREET, LONDON W. l

Teh REG. 3161
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TRI-ANG
ALL BRITISH TOYS

LOOK OUT FOR THESE TRADE MARKS

TRI-ANG TOTS

JUVENILE CYCLES
TRICYCLES

FAIRYCYCLES

FROG
MODEL

AIRCRAFT

Hygienic
SOFT TOYS

LINES BROS. LTD.
ANO SUBSID IARY COMPANIES

Unique  & Un i ty  Cycle Co. Ltd . ,  Pad ig rae  Soft  Toy*  Ltd.
In te rna t iona l  Mode l  Aircraf t  Ltd.

TRI-ANG WORKS, MORDEN ROAD, LONDON S.W.19
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Ofcourse you’d like 4
tw-&3

a while

AND ITS STILL
THE NEWEST-
LOOKING BICYCLE
IN  THE SCHOOL

7/tfzlk are scarce to-day
. . . because the splendid materials that go into them
are needed for special wartime uses ; and of course
munition workers must have first chance of those
that are being made. We know you won’t mind
waiting a while for your B.S.A.— you’ll find it well
worth waiting for. A B.S.A. stays shiny-new much
longer, and every single part is perfectly finished.

You can still have a free
catalogue if you tvrire to:

Dept .  M l , 16 ,

B.S.A. CYCLES LTD.,
B IRMINGHAM,  I I
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Editorial Of f ice ;

Binns Road
Liverpool 13

England

Vol XXVII
No.  6

June 1942MAGAZINE
With the Editor

An Aircraf t  Memory Test Our  Harmonica  Fund
The " J f .  J / . ”  fund to provide harmonicas

for the R.A.F. has now reached over £15,
and 1 intend to close it at  the end of this
month and to publish the list of con-

tributions in the July
1 think even

this modest sum should
provide  enough  ha r -
monicas to cause a definite
disturbance of the atmos-
phere somewhere!

My co r r e spondence
shows that readers are
anxious to keep on doing
their bit to help in one
way or another, and I
shall be glad to receive
suggestions for a new’
fund. This should be one
to provide comforts of
some kind, or  something
definitely useful, for one
of the Services or for the
Mercantile Marine. Send
in your suggestions as
soon as possible so that I
can select the one that
appears to be most popular
and announce the choice
in an early issue.

♦ ♦ ♦
Here are the next two

Puzzle Pictures; J won-
der what luck you will
have with them! The
last two will appear next
month when full instruc-
tions to competitors will
be announced.

* * ♦
Our July cover will

show a fine picture of the
" Yorkshire Pullman."

I have been greatly interested in the
results of memory tests of makes of cars
published in our contemporary "The
Autocar." The idea was to write down
as many names of makes
of cars as possible in the
space of exactly one hour,
and one reader succeeded
in getting down 203 makes
in the allotted time! It
occurs to me that "jVf.JW."
readers might like to try
their hands at similar
memory tests with Makes
of aeroplanes of the Allied
nations. I do not offer
any prizes, but 1 shall be
very glad to see lists sent
in, and to publish the
most successful one. The
lists should of course
include both past and
present makes, and civilian
machines as well as
fighters, bombers and
other wartime craft.

To place the test on a
clear basis I suggest the
following conditions: 1.
The names to be those
of makes, not of individual
types .  Fo r  i n s t ance .
"Br i s to l ”  won  hl be
inc luded ,  bu t  no t
"Beaufort,” "Blenheim,"
"Bombay," etc- 2. Only
makes of the Allied
nations to be included.
3. The list to be made
out from memory, without
the use of any reference
books, in exactly one
hour. June Puzzle Pictures Nos. Ill  and IV.
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This War  and 1914-18
Some Contrasts on the Battlefield

By Capt. J. E. A .  Whitman
INVENTION and development are so rapid in the1 twentieth century that the up-to-date things of
25 years ago now seem nearly as old fashioned as
those of the days of the first Georges, and in nothing
is this more noticeable than in warfare.

Tommy Atkins in his campaigning kit of 1914 did
not look greatly different from his appearance at
Aidershot, or even at the Royal Tournament at
Olympia except where display items required the
old-fashioned scarlet and gold. He still went to war
in a smart peaked cap—which, however, a few weeks
in the trenches soon altered —and seemed to have a
good deal to carry, what with pack, haversack,
waterbottle, rifle and bayonet, ammunition and
entrenching took For years experts tried to reduce
this impedimenta, but as  fast as thev succeed in
eliminating something, the next war makes some-
thing else necessary. So, by 1939, Tommy had
collected a steel helmet, a gas mask, special anti -gas
capes and other sundries to add to his weight of

c harges in which the vucniv frit the deadly effect of
the aforesaid sabres and lances. As one German
cavalry officer said, after such an encounter; “They
cut us Hussars to pieces?* But after that, in the
West, the new conditions of war gave no chance to
the old cavalry tactics. Ou several occasions the
brigades with their horses were brought up in order
to exploit a hoped-for “break-through,” which,
however, never occurred; and most of their services
ivore dismounted.

In Egypt and Palestine, however, the cavalry had
many a spectacular operation to its credit, fought
on the old classic models; and the Turks found good
reason to fear the British horsemen. Lord Allenby,
the Commander in Chief, himself a cavalryman, knew
how to use them with telling effect.

To-day, the Cancers are recorded as having covered
the flank of divisions retreating to Dunkirk; Hussars
and Dragoons are often meutioned for their splendid
work in Libya and elsewhere. But their steeds are

now the light armoured
cars and light tanks;
and when a Dragoon
greets a Hussar it is
no longer a helmet,
busby or shake hr
throws back, but a
steel cupola lid that be
raises!

The day of the
horsed fighter cannot
be said !o  be entirely
over, however. On the
Russian fronts the
Soviet marshals have
made great use of
horsed cavalry, and
the modern Cossack ,
attacking in traditional
style, has been res-
ponsible for more than
one German rout.

Tanks of ail kinds,
shapes and sizes are
pretty well known to
us all to-day. How
odd the early tank
looks when compared
with them. Here is
one of the 1916 pattern
being inspected _ by
King George V*; i t

looks rather like an exaggerated cough lozenge placed
on its side. But they did great things in their day.
Their first appearance on the Somme startled the
enemy; and when in November 191" we opened
the battle of Cambrai with an attack by 476 tanks
we taught him a lesson that he has, unfortunately,
remembered all too well, and in fact improved upon.

The mechanisation of all armies had made great
strides by 1939, although in this matter, as in many
others, the Germans proved to be in advance of
everyone else. Even so the first figures were striking.
The B.E.F. of 1914 included some 270 motor vehicles;
that of 1939 no less than 25,000. And this progress
brought in its train an enormous increase in the
speed of things— not merely the transport of armies
but their movements in actual battle.

In the last war, when the defence lines had extended
from the Belgian coast to the Swiss frontier, opera-
tions were a sort of prolonged siege. The first lines
were improved, supports dug, strong points added;
then saps would be pushed towards the enemy lines,

A Tank of 1914-18. K ing  George V leaving i t  after inspection.

responsibility.
Although a certain amount of the Army’s heavy

transport was carried out by lorries in 1914, for must
purposes the horse still held pride of place. All except
the heaviest guns were horse drawn, and thundered
into battle right up to the end of the war— that is
Av hen movement was possible—much as they had
done for a couple of centuries. The 18 pdr. field gun
and the 4.5 in. field howitzer then constituted the
main armament of the. British Army; the use of
heavier pieces on an extensive scale was a lesson we
had yet to learn from the Germans.

The British cavalry, always the terror of Britain’s
foes, went to war in 1914 not, certainly, in plumed
helmet and plated cuirass, but armed with the flashing
sabre and the deadly lance ornamented W'ith its
joyous pennons. For a few brief weeks on the
Western Front they were in their old element; the
18 cavalry regiments there had a busy time, first
feeling the enemy’s strength, then breaking several
of his attacks a t  Mons and elsewhere by dashing
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and sometimes mines exploded as a preliminary to a
“trench raid,” which usually resulted in a gain of a
few yards of ground and a few prisoners. And major
battles became nearly as tedious. I he Battle of the
Somme opened on 1st July 1916, after a preliminary
bombardment that had lasted continuously from
24th June. As admitted afterwards by many German
officers, this did have a deadly eftect on the morale
of the German infantry holding their lines; the fire
interrupted reliefs and the
supply of rations, besides
wreaking great havoc. On the
first day of the attack our
infantry went forward under a
a series of protective barrages
and counter battery fire which
used up no less' than four
millions of shells of all sizes.

Yet this terrific fire did not
destroy the enemy’s concreted
machine-gun posts and strong
points, and in many cases the
wire entanglements remained
intact, causing us very heavy
casualties. The terrific rain
of shells had converted the
ground into a honeycomb of
holes over which movement
under the most placid con*
ditions was painfully slow.
And, after five days of con-
tinuous attack, we had thrown
the enemy back on a front of
six miles, capturing four
villages and some elaborate
fortifications— to a distance of
on/ wife/

The essence of the tactics of
the Nazis was to move too fast
to allow time for the other side
to hold o r  throw up defensive
works, and to go round them
rather titan go a t  them, A
position encountered would of
course, be engaged — to pin the
defenders to it; but meantime
motorised units would make
wide detours and, striking a t
any detachments met with,
come together miles behind
the position itself. They some-
times moved back and attacked
its supports from the rear. The defenders, in almost
every case, concluded that not merely they but their
comrades also were surrounded, and gave up the
struggle. By these methods, in the five days 15th*
19th May 1940, the Germans crossed the Meuse
from Sedan northward and reached Rethel, about
40 miles away, causing a dangerous “bulge” in the
Allied line. By 21st May they -were in Abbeville and
Amiens, nearly 200 miles advance in seven days;
and the Allied armies were split in two, never to
be re united.

Although many other factors contributed to this
outstanding success, the German mastery of the
technique of co-ordinating the speed and fighting
capabilities of the aeroplane with that of motorised
units on the ground must be considered as decisive.
It should, however, be remembered that the Allies
had nothing like a sufficiency of either to oppose the
German attacks. In other and later fields, where
both sides were more or  less well equipped in this
respect and employed similar tactics, the course of
battles was diherent.

The mobile battles in the wide desert spaces of
Libya bear a great resemblance to battles a t  sea. There
is no fixed line, in the old sense of the term; a series
of points in an area of considerable depth are the
objectives of attack and defence, and an engagement
may range over distances of 50, 60, or  even 100 miles
in a day. Generally, the moment an attack is opened,
corresponding forces on the other side 'engage the
“spearhead”— that is the columns of tanks launched;

British Tommies of 1914-15 in campaigning kit, with a Horse Guards sentry
(dismounted j.

and tank fights with tank manoeuvring a t  high speed
very much as cruisers or destroyers do. Meanwhile,
the attacker seeks to rush other forces past the area
of the first conflict to cut in on the opponent’s rear,
or  possibly to seize his dumps and strong points
defending his bases. The major town which in des-
patches figured as being the obiect of the operation
was often "by-passed”; if the attack succeeded, it
could be attended to later on. In this w'ay, in the

campaigns of Generals Wavell and Auchinleck against
General Rommel, battles swung to and fro past Tobruk.

In closer country, such as Malaya and Burma,
motorised fighting vehicles have been more restricted
in their movements and frequently have to keep to
roads and tracks which, to some extent, has aided
the defender. But in place of the swift flank move-
ments of light vehicles, the enemy devised another
method of trying to achieve the same result, which
has become known as “infiltration.”

Small parties— not more than four or  five men as a
rule—specially picked for their agility as well as
tbeir skill a t  arms, were sent forward carrying sub-
machine guns, a light mortar and bombs, and pistols
and hand grenades, lheir work was to get through
the front line of the defence somehow—one by one,
perhaps —and keep going without disclosing their
presence until they were well in rear. In Malaya
many of the Japanese moved long distances by merely
passing from one tree top to another! Arrived at a
suitable spot, they would ambush the first small
enemy party encountered, preferably one with trans-
port; and now and then a Bren Gun Carrier with its
guns and ammunition fell to the infiltrators. Thus
reinforced they would move about the roads and
into villages, spreading dismay and terror among th*
population and uneasiness in our lines of com-
munication. The Japanese success was aided by
the fact that many Malayans were armed and fight-
ing in irregular units on our side, and it was often
difficult to distinguish (Continued on page 230)
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Madagascar
A Fascinating and Mysterious Land

By Harold J. Shepstone, F.R.G.S.
of men and women of the middle and poorer classes
wear the “lamba" over their ordinary clothes. This
is a long shawl drawn round the shoulders with the
longer end thrown artistically across the left shoulder
and allowed to hang down a t  the back. As this
garment is far more frequently white than coloured,
the usual crowd in a market place is almost a mass
of white.

The staple food of the Malagasy is rice, maulco and
other vegetables, with the usual tropical and sub-
tropical fruits. They consume also a lot of pork,
chicken, ducks and geese. They raise a great deal
of cattle, and Madagascar is said to contain more
cattle per capita than any other country. In the
rural districts a man’s social standing is indicated by
the number of cattle he possesses. He prizes his
cattle so much that he never slaughters them for
food unless he is obliged. One curious custom is that

IK MADAGASCAR, which has suddenly been brought
within the war zone, is in many respects a

fascinating and mysterious land. Little is known
concerning the early history of the island. No one
knows for certain whether its people come from
nearby Africa or  distant Asia, and the flora and
fauna also are remarkable.

Madagascar is the fourth largest island in the world, if
Greenland is included. It is nearly three times the size
of Great Britain: 960 miles long from north to south,
over 300 miles wide, and with an area of 240,000 square
miles. Its strategic importance as a naval and air base
for protecting shipping in the Indian Ocean is obvious.
It consists physically of three zones—first, a low-lying
flat tract of coastline; next, a region of forest land, of
grassy plains and of mountain slopes rich in food-
producing trees; and last, a mountainous plateau from
3,000 to 4,000 ft. high, with mountains rising to 8,000 ft.
and over, the highest peak
being Tsaratanana, 9,450 ft.
high. The low-lying coast-
line is inclined to be hot and
moist, but the great central
plateau enjoys a delight-
ful climate and the air is
invigorating.

'I he principal commercial
port is Tamatave, on the
east coast, a typical French
colonial town. On the
west coast are the ports
of Tulear and Majunga,
and  a t  t he  ex t r eme
northern tip of the island
is the naval base of Diego
Suarez, now in British
hands. I t  has one of the
largest harbours in the
world—big enough to
shelter the combined fleets
of the United Nations.
It was only finished in
1935. There’ are 10 miles
of quays and docks, and
a dry dock capable of
accommodating a 26,000-
ton battleship. There are also an arsenal and a couple
of air- fields. For 10 years the French spent money
lavishly on this naval and air base, and it has not in-
aptly been termed the Singapore of the Indian Ocean.

Madagascar has a population of just under four
millions. The French population number about
25,000, and in addition there are Chinese, Hindus
and Malays. A few Japanese have entered the island
in recent years, settling along the coast and apparently
engaged in fishing and boat-building. The native
population is divided into seven tribes, the most
important and the must intelligent being the liova,
num lx? ring just under a million. The origin of this
tribe has long formed the subject of lively discussion
among ethnologists. The general opinion is that
they originally came from Malaya, or the Phoenician
islands, and the darker skinned and more backward
tribes from Africa, probably brought over as slaves
by the Arabs.

AH the tribes are referred to under the general
term of Malagasy. They speak one language though
there are many dialects. I t  is closely allied to the
Malay or  Malaya -Phoenician tongue. By the orders
of the Government French is taught in all the schools,
but in the churches and missions all services are
conducted in the native tongue.

While the well-to-do of both sexes in the principal
towns and villages adopt European dress, the majority

Diego Suarez, the naval base of Madagascar, now in British hands.

though the Malagasy is perfectly honest in all other
matters, he is fond of taking his neighbour’s cattle
if he has the opportunity, lie considers that quite
legitimate, and it is not regarded as a crime.

The flora and fauna of the island have a special
interest. The traveller's palm, really a gigantic banana,
is a very noticeable landscape feature. It grows to a
great height, 100 ft. and more. The name is derived
from the fact that water collects in the targe branches,
and may be obtained by piercing the leaves near
the Stem. Many a traveller has had reason to bless,
the palm as i t  has been the means of saving his life.
In the forest areas there are many beautiful and
remarkable trees; flowering lianas hang in gay festoons,
tree-ferns and fungi form a luxuriant undergrowth,
while the varied colours and shapes of the foliage*
and lichens are enhanced by the gorgeous hues of
beetles and butterflies and the brilliant plumage of
many birds.

The largest wild animal found in Madagascar is the
boar. This is remarkable considering the size of the
island and its nearness to the African coast, which
is only some 300 miles aw-ay. The most characteristic
denizen of the forest is the lemur, of which there
are many species. To the non-scientific observer i t
appears to be a mixture between a monkey and a
squirrel as i t  makes its way through the forest,
skipping and leaping from tree to tree, and uttering
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Then she declared war upon the Christian com-

munity, her slogan being “Madagascar for the
Malagasys.” She kept a Frenchman, La horde, a
prisoner in the island because he was a clever mechanic
and had an inventive mind of a high order. She
prohibited religious teaching in the schools, closed
the churches, and forbade the missionaries to preach.
They had no option but to leave the country. She
issued an edict to the effect that Christian worship
was forbidden on pain of death.

Then followed a series of persecutions almost un-
paralleled in history; but instead of damping the
ardour of the greater majority of the native Christians,
these kindled it into a burning enthusiasm. *1 he
number of converts actually increased. They met
secretly in one another’s houses and held their services
on the tops of mountains, sending out scouts who
quickly warned them if any of Ranavalo’s soldiers
were about. Hundreds were arrested, beaten, thrown
into prison, and not a few condemned to death. On
one occasion Ranavalo caused some 3,000 Christian
men and women and even quite young children, who
had been hunted down by her soldiers, to be brought
to the capital to hear their fate. Many were hurled
to death from the edge of Ampamarinava, a rock to
the west of the palace. Others were flogged, im-
prisoned or  sold into slavery.

'1 he queen died in 1861, after a reign of 36 years, and
she is referred to in the island as Ranavalo the Cruel.
She was succeeded by Ranavalo II and Ranavalo 111.
The latter encouraged the return to Christianity, and
the missionaries were allowed to come back. One
third of the population to-day are Christians.

A few years later, in 1895, there was a rising by
the Hova. Ihe French, who had now begun to take a
keen interest in the island, landed troops and
conquered it. General Gallieni, who had seen service
in French Indo-China, became the first Governor-
General of Madagascar. At that time 93 per cent,
of the commerce of the country was in foreign hands,
90 percent, of the country was unexplored, and nearly
all the subordinate officials spoke English. Gallieni
was responsible for the building of 16,900 miles of

Scene in the market place at Tananarive, capital of
the island.

shrill, plaintive cries. Stranger even than the lemur
is the aye-aye, an animal found nowhere else in the
world. As i t  is a nocturnal creature and the Malagasy
have a superstitious dread of it, little is known of its
habits. Fossil remains have been found of a large
extinct bird, "Aepyornis maximus,” and also its eggs.
The latter are six times as large as an ostrich egg,
and one recently brought to Europe measured 12 in.
in diameter and had a capacity of nearly two gallons.

Madagascar was discovered by the Portuguese
navigator Diego Diaz in 1500. For the next 200 years
it  was the haunt of pirates who preyed upon the
ships of the British East India
Company. Their crews married
native women and set up little
robber kingdoms. Ruins of cannon-
casting and gunpowder-making
equipment can still be seen. King
Charles I was interested in
Madagascar and wanted to send
out his nephew, Prince Rupert to
rule it. The necessary funds,
however, were not available for
such an enterprise. By 1800
British influence was strong in
the island and in 1811 the Congress
of Vienna awarded Great Britain
the settlements there, but the
matter was allowed to drift.

The settlements were ceded to
King Ramada 1 on his promise to
give up slavery. He favoured the
British, 'lheir missionaries had
introduced Christianity, opened
schools and taught the natives
useful crafts—weaving, raffia work
of all kinds, pottery, tinware and
lace-making, which is carried on
to this day. British traders were also welcomed for
their interest in the commercial possibilities of the
land. Unfortunately Ramada 1 died a t  the early age
of 36 as the result of fever. He had no son living,
and nominated his nephew, Prince Rakotobe, who
had been a scholar in one of the mission schools, to
be bis successor. One of Ramadas’ wives, Ranavalo,
had determined to secure the throne for herself,
however, and a t  her instigation the young prince was
foully murdered. Ihen Ranavalo came to the throne,
and one of her first acts was to remove by death
every member of the late king's family, as well as his
trusted generals and faithful governors of the
provinces.

The palm fringed coast.
roads, and there are now over 500 miles of railways,
all narrow gauge. Madagascar is a very rich land only
very partially developed. 3 he soil is fertile and hardly
scratched. Rubber, gold, tin and graphite exist.

'1 he capital, '1 ananarive, lies almost in the centre of
the island, and is reached form the port of Tamatave by
rail. I t  is a fascinating city, not only for its historical
associations and commanding position, being built on
two hills, but also for the strange contrast between
the complete modernity of the French population with
their motor cars, buses and lorries, the up-to-date
shops and public buildings, and the Malagasy with
their native dress, their deep-rooted tribal customs,
and the filanzana, a kind of sedan chair.
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Curtiss Fighters of the R.A.F.
cooled engine to he delivered to the R.A.F. The
machine has a top speed of 328 m.p.h. at 15,000 ft.
It is a low wing monoplane cf stressed -skin con-
struction, with an enclosed cockpit set well back in
the fuselage, and its range is given as 700 miles a t
278 m.p.h. The "Tomahawk” 1 is the British version
of the P.40A supplied to the U.S. Army Air Corps,
and is armed with six machine guns, two of .50 calibre
mounted in the engine cowling and four of .303
calibre in the wings.

Research to increase still further the efficiency of
the Curtiss P.40 goes on unceasingly, and improved
versions have been put into production as they have
been perfected. When the more powerful 1,325 h.p.
Allison engine became available the design of the
P.40 was revised to make it suitable for this engine,
and the result was the P.40D, known in the R.A.F.
as the “Kittyhawk.’ This version of the type first
went into service in the Middle East last year. The
“Kittyhawk" differs from the “Tomahawk" mainly

\X7HEN the full story of the splendid part played by
American aircraft in this war can be told, the

achievements of the Curtiss single-seater fighters will
have an important part in it. These machines were
among the earliest American types in action against
the enemy, and they had already done good work
with 1’Armee de 1'Air when the collapse of France
closed that chapter of their war-time history. Large
numl>ers of additional Curtiss fighters in production
for France were then diverted to Britain, and sup-
plemented those ordered direct by this country.

These machines were Curtiss “Hawk" 75As, and in
the Royal Air Force they were given the type name
of “Mohawk,*' to which was added a number denoting
which of the several versions of the 75A thev were.
The “Mohawk" 1 had a LOGO h.p. Pratt and Whitney
“Twin Wasp” engine that gave it a top speed of
about 287 m.p.h.. and the Mark II version a similar
engine developing 1.200 h.p.. which raised the top
speed of the machine to about 300 m.p.h. Later
modifications of the
“Hawk” 75A, fitted
with other types of
eng ines ,  a ch i eved
slightly higher maxi-
mum speeds. In the
U.S. Army Air Corps
the several forms of
the 75A were classed
as the P.36 series,
and they were fol-
lowed by a further
series developed from
them and called in
the Anny Air Corps
the Curtiss P.4Os.

Thousands of these
P.40 fighters have been
produced, and as long
ago as January 1941
th* Curtiss firm were
reported to be turning
them out a t  the rate
of eight per day. Big
quantities have been
delivered to the R.A.F.,
in which the early
versions of the type
are known as “Toma-
hawks” and the later
ones as " Kittyhawks.”

The fine work of the *'Tomahawks*' In this war has
made them famous. They are not as fast as our
*‘Hurricanes" and “Spitfires,” but they have proved
outstandingly successful in action, under desert
warfare conditions, both in attacking the enemy in
the air and in strafing aircraft on the ground a t
enemy bases. A fine example of their efficiency in
these respects is that of a “Tomahawk”-equipped
Royal Australian Air Force squadron in the Middle
East, who brought down 18 enemy machines for
every one of their own that they lost. "Tomahawks"
also did very well in the Syrian campaign in 1941,
again in the hands of R.A.A.F. pilots. No wonder
therefore that Lieut. Col. Moore- Brabazon, when
Minister of Aircraft Production, declared in a message
to the Curtiss firm that “pilots tell me again and
again bow they relish the performance, the manoeuvra-
bility, and the range of the ‘Tomahawk,* and our
successes against enemy fighters and bombers supply
the proof.” In addition to this good work in the
Middle East, this type of Curtiss fighter has been in
action with the R.A.F. on the Home front, and is
being used by the American forces stationed in Iceland.

The “Tomahawk" was developed from the radial-
engined “Mohawk," and was the first American
aeroplane fitted with the Allison Vee type liquid *

One of the Curtiss “Tomahawk” single-seater Fighters which are giving splendid
service in the Royal Air Force and with Dominion air squadrons. Photograph

reproduced from the “Curtiss Fly Leaf.”

In having a fuselage nose improved by the absence
of guns in the engine cowling, a redesigned cockpit
cover, a longer and deeper radiator, placed nearer to
the nose, and, of course, a more powerful engine.
Armament details are not available, but the fire
power of the machine is believed to be about 25 per
cent, greater than that of the "Tomahawk" 1.

Since the first “ Kittyhawks" went into service a still
more heavily armed version, called in the U.S. Army
Air Corps the P.40E, has been produced. It has a
striking power 6} times greater than that of the
P.36 fighter, and therefore is a formidable attacker.
One of these P.40E& is shown on our  cover this month,
which is based on an illustration in the “Curtiss Fly
Leaf.” the journal of the Airplane Division of the
Curtiss- Wright Corporation, U.S.A.

The latest addition to the rapidly growing range of
P.40 fighters is the P.40F, which is of special interest
as the first military aeroplane in the United States
■ to be fitted with the new American- built Rolls-Royce
“Merlin" engine, being manufactured by the Packard
Motor Car Company. The P.40F is claimed to be
“the hardest hitting plane yet built in U.S.A."
Its armament is reported to give a fire power almost
equal to that of five .50 calibre and ten .30 calibre
guns, and its speed to be almost 400 m.p.h.
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A New American Milling Machine
By Andrew R. Boone

with a cutting area 12 in. wide and 20 ft.
long. The carriage travels on ways, and
is driven by means of a rack and gear

mechan i sm
giving a feed
range of 3 ft.
to IS ft. a
minu te  i n
either direction.
A platform is
fastened on the
back of the
carriage, and
on this the
ope ra to r
stands, about
15 in. off the
floor, riding the
carriage as it
shuttles back
and forth the
full length of
the extrusion
on the mill.
Two helpers on

the floor meanwhile feed the extrusions
into the machine and keep the chips
cleared away. The control panel is on the

moving platform for
use by the operator.

Compressed a i r
clamps are used to
fix work in position,
but certain parts can-
not be dealt with in
this way Then a
roller carriage i s
brought into use.
This travels on rails
attached to the table
tops, and in turn is
f a s t ened  t o  t he
machine car r iage .
I t  carries spring-ten-
sioned rollers that
hold the parts uni-
formly and securely.

Carbide tip cutters
are used exclusively
on the machine. These

have a long life between grinds, and give
a high finish, while their use reduces idle
time. The parts now being dealt with
include one upper and one lower channel
for the c entre section of the main beam of
the Lockheed “Lightning."

THE time required to mill certain
essential parts for the Lockheed

"Lightning" interceptor fighter has been
reduced from
90 hrs. to 2
hrs. by a new
mach ine
developed ’ by
the Lockheed
Aircraf t  Co,
and  Onsrud’
Mach ine
Works, in the
United States.
This is shown
at work in the
illustrations on
this page. Its
use effects a
saving of 3£
days in the
production of
each of these
fast aircraft,
which in the
U.S, Army Air CorpfS are known as P-38s,
and in the R.A.F, as "Lightnings,"
The machine is the first ot its kind to be
used in the aircraft
industry.

The parts dealt
with are tape ring
extrusions with cut*
outs in the flanges
and various other
cu ts  designed to
reduce weight. Until
recently they were a
problem with aircraft
manufacturers, for
owing to their length
and awkwardness in
handling it was im-
possible to put them
on a conventional
milling machine. The
Lockheed Company
set out to improve
matters by having
a machine specially
built for this purpose. The extrusion
miller, as the new machine is called, meets
the needs of the aircraft manufacturers,
and promises to be an important aid in the
arms production of the United Nations.

The machine is 30 ft. in overall length,

A mUlIng machine specially destoned lo handle large parts for
assembly In Lockheed "Lightning” interceptor fighters.

The carbide tip cutters of the Lockheed-Onsrud
milling machine at work.
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Railway News
The blast pipe is fitted with the multiple jet

exhaust, five nozzles being used, with the wide chimney
that has been found so successful on the S.R.

Popular Railway Catering Services
In one month no fewer than 11,202 meals were

recently served in the restaurant cars working be-
tween Edinburgh and Aberdeen on the East Coast
route. The grand total for the area, including the
North British Hotel, station restaurants and the
dining cars just mentioned, was 48,618 meals per
month, a considerable increase on the previous year’s
figures. The customers were very largely members of
H.M. Forces. Owing to prevailing conditions i t  has
been necessary to restrict catering facilities on certain

New S.R. 0-6-0 Goods Locomotives
On this page we illustrate CI, the first of the new

S.R. “QI” class of 0-6-0 freight engines, designed
by Mr. O. V. Bulleid, M.I.Mech.E., Chief Mechanical
Engineer of the S.R., to cope with the heavy wartime
goods traffic. The weight of the new engines had
to be restricted so that they could work over
practically the whole system, and by various means
has been kept down to 51 tons 5 cwt. That of the
tender is 38 tons 1 cwt., giving a total of 89 tons 6 cwt.

One result of the steps taken to keep down the
weight has been to give the engine an unusual
Appearance. Thus the boiler casings project sufficiently
over the wheels to make the usual running boards
unnecessary, and this
led  to a saving of
17  cwt. of steel. The
•casing itself is only
a cove*'.ng, not carry-
ing any load, and
therefore was made
from very thin plate,
and a further saving
of 6 cwt. was ob-
tained by making the
cab from thinner steel
sheet, suitably rein-
forced. The absence
of the usual running
boards has made the
inside motion, and in-
deed the whole of
the engine, unusually
accessible.

The boiler is the
largest possible within
the weight allowed
and the loading gauge,
and the fire-box, which
is based on that of
the “Lord Nelson”
class, is the largest in
cross-section that can be accommodated while allow-
ing a suitable look-out. The boiler is lagged with
Idaglass, a home -produced material which carries
no load; and the shape of the casing, which helps to
give the locomotive its unusual appearance, was
decided by the contours of the cab, fire-box and smoke-
box, by the maximum boiler capacity, and by
manufacturing conditions. For example, all the
ribs of each section are alike, instead of varying
with the shape of the boiler over which it  is fitted, so
that only two patterns have to be manufactured.

The engine has tw'o inside cylinders of 19 in. diameter
and 26 in. stroke, with overhead piston valves, and
the drive is taken to the middle pair of wheels. The
{>iston valves are operated through rocking shafts
>y two sets of Stephenson link gear. The total

evaporative heating surface is 1,472 sq. ft., which with
a superheating area of 218 sq. ft. gives a total heating
surface of 1,690 sq. ft. The fire-box heating surface
is 170 sq. ft., and the grate area is 27 sq. ft. The
boiler pressure is 230 lb. per sq. in. The 3,700 gal.
tender has a tank of welded construction, fitted
with a relf-trimming bunker with a capacity of
5 tons of coal.

The cast steel driving wheels are similar to those
used on the “Merchant Navy” class. The cab is
almost completely enclosed, its roof and (hat of the
extension from the top of the front plate of the
tender being connected by a flexible strip. The sides
of the cab and those of the tender a t  the forward
end have been provided with sliding shutters that
can be used effectively during the blackout period,
and the gap between them is covered with a loose
sheet, so that anti-glare screens are unnecessary.

Cl, the first of the new S.R. “Q. l”  class of goods locomotives, described on this
page. This illustration and the upper one on the opposite page are reproduced by

courtesy of the S.R.
trains and stations.

More Loudspeakers for Important Stations
The L.N.E.R. announce that loudspeaker equip-

ment, for the purpose of supplying train information
to passengers and staff, is being installed at six more
busy stations, namely: King’s Cross suburban and
Peterborough, Grantham, Doncaster, Sheffield and
Nottingham main line stations. New loudspeakers,
fewer in number but more efficient as regards radius
of audibility, are also to be fitted a t  York.

New Egyptian Electric Train
A three -coach set, comprising two motor coaches

and an intermediate trailer, has recently been supplied
by the Swiss Oerlikon Works to the Ramleh Electric
Railway, which actually is more like an urban electric
tramway, running partly on its own separate tracks
from Alexandria to residential areas along the coast.
A heavy traffic is carried.

Water Softening Plants Help Agricultural Eft or t
Water softening plants are seen a t  the lineside in

various parts of Britain, either adjacent to water
troughs or locomotive sheds. These eliminate the
lime from hard water by chemical treatment before
it is passed to the engine tenders, and thus avoid
the formation of scale in boilers. The residue after-
wards removed in the form of white sludge has been
found of value as an artificial manure.

The average tractive effort of locomotives in the
United States has been increased by nearly half
during the last 20 years.
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them went north to the G-N.S. section, and their
powerful characteristics and moderate axle loading
were well suited to the character of the route, where
previously 4 -4  -Os of small size had been practically
the sole motive power- They are well liked by the
enginemen, although the distance to be traversed by
the fireman in bringing the coal from the tender to
the fire-box, due to the lengthy and commodious cab,
is said to have earned them the nickname of "1  he
Hikers.” It has been suggested, however, that this
name is also partly due to the “hiker's pack” in the
shape of the A.C.F.L feed water heating apparatus,
clearly shown in the illustration, that some of the
engines carry on their boilers.

With the introduction of a "war” livery of black
some of the older “1500s” will be carrying their
fourth different style of painting. First came the
brave blue of the old G.E.R., with many brass trap-
pings; then followed the slatcy-grey adopted during
the last war and continued until superseded by
L.N.E.R. green, now in turn displaced by war black.

A Fine Punctuality Record
At Liverpool Street terminus, London, one of the

busiest "all steam” stations in the world, of the 123
arrivals of trains during the peak period of one morning
lately, 110 were punctual and 9 were one min. late.
The remaining four were two min. behind time only.

Smaller Rail Tickets
Half-size single journey tickets have made their

appearance on the L.M.S., and more of the smaller
tickets will come into use in the near future. Two
tickets are printed on a piece of card of the same
size as a normal single ticket and the card is per-
forated in the same manner as a return ticket. The
two portions are separated by the Booking Clerk as
the tickets are issued.

Over 5,000,000 single tickets are issued annually
by the L.M.S., and a considerable saving in pasteboard
will result from the employment of the new size.Front view of the new S.R. 0-6-0 goods engine.

New Locomotives for India
During 1942-3 97 new locomotives have been

authorised for Indian railways, all of which are to be
built in that country. For the “broad gauge,” that is
standard 4 ft. Si in. or wider, there are to be 57
"XD"  2-8-2 mixed traffic engines, as well as 6 "WV”
4-6-2 express type, intended for service on the East
Indian Railway’ and the North-Western Railway is
to have 4 “XT” 2-4-2T and 10 0-4-2T locomotives.
The remainder will be built for the narrow, or metre,
gauge lines such as the Bengal and North Western
or Rohilkund and Kuinaon systems. They arc of
smaller general service types.

Stratford Locomotives in the Highlands
One of the most interesting results of the 1923

amalgamation of British railways into four big groups
has been the working of locomotives on sections of
line far removed from that for which they were
originally built. A very good example is shown in
the lower illustration on this page, where a former
Great Eastern 4-6-0 is shown hard at work on the
"farthest North” section of the L.N.E.R., the pre-
grouping Great North of Scotland Railway.

The first five of these engines, w’hich were known
familiarly as the "1500” class, came from the Stratford
works of the old G.E.R. in 1912. They were built
primarily for working the exacting Con-
tinental Boat trains between Liverpool
Street and Harwich. Their instant success
led to the multiplication of the class, so
that even in pre-191 4 days such trains as the
"Norfolk Coast Express" and other heavy
and important East Anglian services were
regularly included in their duties. A further
series was put into service after the 1914*18
war. After experiments with one of the class
another batch with Lentz poppet valves
operated from an oscillating camshaft was
built in 1928. The original design included
piston valves operated by link motion, and
this steam distribution gear was resorted to
in the massive-looking rcboilered design to
which some of the engines were rebuilt
during the Gresley regime. At the same
time opportunity was taken to redesign the
valve gear in accordance with modern
Standards.

The “1500s” or Bl 2/1 class, as they are
termed by the L.N.E.R., were ousted from
the crack Hook and Antwerp Continentals
and from the lengthy and arduous duty
involved in running the "North County
Continental" by the introduction of the
"Sandringham” 3-cylinder 4-6-0s. Some of

An Inverness-Aberdeen express, on the G.N.S. section of the
L.N.E.R., climbing a bank of 1 in 60. The engine is one of the
former G.E. “1500” class. Photograph by W. Watt, Lhanbryde,

Morayshire.
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BOOKS TO READ
Here review books of interest and of use to readers of the 14'jth the exception of
those issued by the Scientific and Children's Hook C tubs, which are available only to members, we
can supply copies of these books to readers who cannot obtain them through the usual channels.
Order from Book Be pt., Meccano Limited, Binns Rood, Liverpool 13, adding 6d. for postage.

hay, but to some it brings sneering and pains in the
head; while with others even eating an apple may
lead to wheezing and coughing!

It is with diseases of this kind, summed up under
the name of allergies, that this book deals. It is not
one that wnil appeal to all readers, but older ones,
and especially those who are troubled by recurring
attacks of the kind indicated, will find it of the
greatest interest. It  is well written, and is full of
illuminating facts about allergies and their treatment.
This of coarse is a matter for professional guidance,
but sufferers will he greatly helped by the authors’
advice, and by their careful discussion of hay fever,
asthma and other common allergic conditions.

"THE SECRET OF ROSMERSTRAND"
By  EaaoLL CoLLi MS (Lutterworth Press. 6/-)

A gigantic fleet of underwater tanks gathered
together for the invasion of
Britain is discovered by
Flying Officer Jerry Carslake
when he stumbles on the
ancient castle of Rosmer-
strand, on the Danish Coasv
The tanks are fearsome
indeed“monsters fitted with
creeper tracks, searchlights,
flame throwers and a new
and deadly type of gun
Just as he learns of this,
and discovers the date on

which the invasion is to begin, an unlucky incident
throws him into German hands, and from then on
ward he is struggling desperately to find means of
getting away to carry a warning of what is coming.
He bluffs German soldiers, fights duels with airmen
and has a tremendous struggle on board a Nazi troop
carrier. After all his efforts he is forced to return to
the grim cavern where he had first seen ’he secret
weapon, but he succeeds in making a thrilling escape.
Thanks to the warning he conveys, the shallow water
through which the underwater armoured division is
advancing to the conquest of Britain is filled for
hours with exploding depth charges and whistling
torpedoes, and a vast sea of oil rising to the surface
announces the destruction of Hitler's invaders.

The story is full of movement and excitement, and
the picture it gives of the underwater tank may well
prove prophetic. The yarn will give a real thrill to
any boy.

“THE ART OF STORY-WRITING ”
By Les PaxsTON

(Stone Publishing Agency. 5/- net)
Mr. Preston says that anyone who can write an

interesting letter can write a story, for the whole art
is that of holding the reader's interest; and in this
little book he gives beginners the benefit of bis own
trials, and of the experience that he gained in establish-
ing himself. Those who set out to master the art of
story writing will find the book very helpful indeed.
The routine of production is divided into easy stages,
through which the would-be author warms up and
gains practice until his story is finished and revised;
and the method is illustrated by the analysis of three
of Mr, Preston’s own stories, which emphasise par-
ticularly the need for action and good natural dialogue,
and show how best to achieve these. Then follows
practical advice on getting stories placed, and the
book ends with a guide to periodicals and publishers.

"EVERYBODY’S WATCHES’*
By ARTHUR TiKMAYNi (N.A.G. Press. Price 6d.
This is described as a book for those who own and

use watches, and it  can be recommended with the
greatest confidence. It will give the owners of watches
a new respect for their property, and a t  the same
time ensure better treatment for delicate mechanisms
that are expected to run 24 hours a day without stop
or adjustment. I n  addition, its readers will gather
a wealth of useful and interesting information on
time and timekeepers.

Mr. Tremayne tells the story of the watch inside
and out, dealing with both the movement and with
its case. We see how the former is designed, a task
that may last more than a year and involve the
preparation of thousands of drawings; and then we
follow step by step the building and assembly of
its framework, its power unit and gear train, the
winding arid setting move-
manta, the escapement,
which is responsible for the
accuracy of the time keep-
ing, and other parts of the
mechanism. Special watches
of various kinds are des-
cribed, and finally we learn
something of the world-wide
nature of watch making and
are told how to set about
buying a watch. There are
excellent drawings to explain
the mechanisms described, and altogether the l>ook
is remarkable value for its modest price.

"BLUE BERETS’'
fly GuNBY HAPATH (Lutterworth Press. 7/6 net)

Whether he is writing school stories or adventure
varns, Mr. Hadatb is always good, and “Blue Berets"
is an excellent example of his skill in turning out a
thrilling yarn of an unusual type. It is a record of
an English boy's search for the inheritance bequeathed
to him by his French ancestors. To this search he is
called by an enthusiastic supporter, who wishes to
see justice done and lo thwart the schemes of an
unscrupulous scoundrel who hopes to make use of
the boy's rightful estale to enrich himself. The proofs
that are required have to be sought in the Alpine
region, and the boy is sorely pressed by ruffians
hired by the villain, who try ail they know io thwart
him, and even to kill him. He is aided by French
peasants and monks and by the Chasseurs Alpins,
and in his quest he makes many fine friends before
he achieves his objects.

The tale is told with characteristic humour and
romance, and the interest and excitement are admirably
sustained until the very end.

"YOUR ALLERGY"
By M. B. Conan. M.D. and J .  B. CoREN
(Scientific Book Club. Members only, 2/6)

Allergy is a word with which we are now becoming
familiar, especially those of us who suffer from asthma,
hay fever and certain forms of eczema and other akin
diseases. We know now that in many cases these
are the results of a natural sensitivity that is in-
herited, and with those who suffer in this manner
discomfort of various kinds follows on the most
simple actions that have no effect whatever on others.
For instance, most of us enjoy the scent of new -mown

Owing to wartime difficulties, It is
impossible to guarantee prompt delivery
of books ordered u described at the
head of this page, but every effort will
be made to ensure speedy despatch.
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Fast Running in New Zealand
By T A McGavin

'T'UE overall average speed of 30 m.p.h. for the
1 crack expresses of New Zealand, quoted by “J
Railway Engineer" in his article in the October !941
issue of the "M.M."  does not suggest that any very
high speeds are attained. Indeed, on the main lines
of New Zealand speed is limited to a nominal maximum

good performance.
'Ihe second run was made in the South Island, on

the Invercargill-Lyttleton express, with one of the
Class "Ab" 2-cylinder simple "Pacific” engines. These
are rather more powerful than the compounds, but
even so have only 32 J tons adhesion weight, com-

pa red with the 60-60 tons of
British “Pacifies.’* The load was
quite a heavy one of 370 tons,
and the high-speed running this
time was made over only moderate
falling gradients, in the 17.8 mile
run from Bumham to Christchurch.
The steepness of descent varies,
averaging about 1 in 400 for much
of the way, though including odd
half miles as steep as 1 in 220; even
this latter however is less than the
famous Stoke bank, in England,
where so many great L.N.E.R.
speed records have been made.

Before Burnham some very good
running had been accomplished,
with a time of only 22} minutes,
start to stop, for the 17.7 miles
from Rakaia; this section mcluded
a top speed o'  60 m.p.h. The
finest work came, however, after
the restart from Bumham. Speed
was up to 50 m.p.h. in just over
4 miles from the start, and then
an average of 57 j m.p.h. was kept
up for 11 miles. This included a

of no less than 64 m.p.h., reached
of a station called Hornby. Ihe
running was that Addington station.

maximum speed
within one mile
result of this fine „ o „
164 miles from the stop a t  Burnham, was passed in
20} minutes, though a cautious approach to Christ-
church made the last 1.3 miles take 3 minutes to the

A typical New Zealand express, hauled by a Class
engine. Note the colour-light signals. Photograph by

of 50 m.p.h.; but although the coupled wheels of the
express passenger "Pacific" engines are only 4 ft.
6 in. in diameter, some considerably faster running
is made at  times, and on two recent journeys of
mine speeds of well over 60 m.p.h. were attained.
The first of these was on the Woodville-Welling ton
mail by one of the "A"  class
4-cylinder compound "Pacifies,"
first introduced in 1906-7, hauling
a load of 215 tons. It was in the
28.3 miles between Masterton to
Cross Creek that the most notable
work was performed; here a start  -
to-stop run of 8.9 miles in 11}
minutes included a top speed of
63 m.p.h. down a moderate
gradient, and another short run
of 4.9 miles was done, start to
stop, in 7} minutes with a maxi-
mum speed of 59* m.p.h.

'Ihe most extraordinary work
was however reserved for the last
stage, which includes a very steep
climb at  1 in 40. The train was
banked on this ascent, but the
assistant engine came on, not a t
the foot of the incline, but a t
Featherston, and prior to the
heavy collar work there was a
last stretch to be covered. The
bank engine was a 2-6-4 tank,
of Class "Wf,” with 3 ft. 9 in.
coupled wheels, but in spite of
this the train went spinning down to Pigeon Bush,
on steeply falling gradients, a t  6o m.p.h. 'Ibis short
initial run of 4.1 miles took only 5} minutes, startto stop. A speed of 60 m.p.h. is of course extra-
ordinary with 3 ft. 9 in. wheels; this is equivalent,
in revolutions per minute, to 104 m.p.h. on a typical
British express locomotive having 6 ft. 6 in. coupled
wheels. On the I in 40 gradient up to Cross Creek
the two engines sustained 20 m.p.h.—another very

A New Zealand
Co.,

"Pacific1* of Class
U.S.A., in 1914.

"Aa,”  built by Baldwin Locomotive
Photograph by Hugh Bennett.

stop. This was an excellent piece of work, though
certainly not an everyday performance.

Another fast spell 1 noted was on the Welling too-
New Plymouth express, when one of the big Class
"Ka"  +-8-4s. will) a load of 405 tons, averagod
51} m.p.h. fur 13 miles, including a maximum of
60 m.p.h.; also another in the South Island, with a
pair of Class " ‘Ab '  Pacifies” on a 470-ton trai>,
w hich ran at 50-55 ui.p l), for 25 miles on end,

'* 'Ab* Pacific ’*
W. W. Stewart.
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Famous Inventors

Thomas Alva Edison
II.— The Telephone and the Phonograph

the magnet coil and produced rapid
variations in the strength of the magnet,
which exerted a rapidly varying pull on
the iron diaphragm. This second diaphragm
was thus set vibrating exactly in accordance
with the first, and so the listener heard
a reproduction of the words spoken into
the transmitter. The arrangement worked
well enough over a very short line, but
the currents generated were far too small
for transmission over long distances.

Edison devised a special transmitter in
wdiich the vibrations set up by the voice
actuated a mica diaphragm, causing this
to press with varying force on a disc of
carbon in the circuit. The resistance of

the  carbon var ied in
accordance with the pres-
sure, and the varying
current that resulted set
up corresponding vibrations
in the diaphragm of a Bell
receiver. This Edison trans-
mitter was an enormous
improvement, and it made
possible the development
of the telephone as a com-
mercial instrument.

I t  is interesting to note
that during his experiments
Edison used the word
"Hello!" in calling up. This
custom spread from Menlo
Park and became adopted
by telephonists all over
the world.

On 24th December 1877
Edison filed at the United States Patent
Office his first patent for the phonograph and
the patent was granted on 19th February
in the following year. The origin of this
invention may best be described in
Edison’s own words. In an article written
by him ten years later for the “ North
American Review” he said: "We have all
been struck by the precision with which
even the faintest sea-waves impress upon
the surface of a beach the fine, sinuous
line which is formed by the rippling edge
of their advance. Almost as familiar is
the fact that grains of sand sprinkled on
a smooth surface of glass or wood on or
near a piano sift themselves into various
lines and curves according to the vibrations
of the melody played on the piano keys.

Edison's original Phonograph. This illustration and the lower one on
the next page are reproduced by courtesy of the Director of the Science

Museum, South Kensington, London.

EDISON soon found that manufacturing
and inventing could not be combined

satisfactorily, and so in 1876 he left
Newark for Menlo Park, 24 miles from
New York City, and there devoted himself
entirely to research.

In 1876 there occurred the remarkable
coincidence of two applications for a
patent for an invention for "transmitting
vocal sounds telegraphically" being filed
on the same day with the United States
Patent Office. The first was by Alexander
Graham Bell; and the second, filed two
hours later, by Elisha Gray. Bell's
telephone was exhibited to the public at
the Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia

in the same year. I t  had many serious
defects, however, and the Western Union
Telegraph Company asked Edison to take
i t  in hand and make it a really practical
system.

Bell's telephone made use of the same
instrument for both transmitting and
receiving. Tliis consisted of a diaphragm
of thin sheet-iron placed close to the pole
of a bar electro-magnet. The air vibrations
set up by the voice caused the diaphragm
also to vibrate, that is to make extremely
small movements backward and forward.
These tiny movements were sufficient to
set up in the magnet coil rapidly alter-
nating currents of varying strength, which
were transmitted along the line wire to
the receiver. There they passed through
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vibrations upon an im-
pressible material placed
on the cylinder. The
material selected for
immed ia t e  use  was
paraffined paper, and
the results obtained were
excellent. The indenta-
tions on the cylinder,
when rapidly revolved,
caused a repetition of
the original vibrations
to reach the ear through
a recorder, just as if
the machine itself were
speaking. I saw at once
that the problem of
registering human speech
so that it could be
repeated by mechanical
means  a s  o f t en  a s

might be desired was solved."
When Edison had got the idea of the

phonograph clearly in his mind he made
a rough sketch and instructed John Krusei,
whom he often described as the best
mechanic he ever had, to make a model.
Krusei, working for 30 hours without a
break in the manner typical of Edison’s
assistants when there was a big job on
hand, completed the model and took it to
the inventor. Slowly Edison turned the
cylinder and spoke into the receiver the*
first words of “Mary had a little Lamb"

Edison listening to his Phonograph.

These things indicate how easily the
particles of solid matter may receive an
imparted motion, or take an impression,
from delicate liquid waves, air-waves, or
waves of sound. Yet, well known though
these phenomena were, they apparently
never suggested until within a few years
that the sound-waves set going by a
human voice might be so directed as to
trace an impression upon some solid
substance with a rficety equal to that of
the tide recording its flow upon a sand
beach.

"My own discovery that
this could be done came to
me almost accidentally
while I was busy with
experiments having a dif-
ferent object in view. I
was engaged upon a machine
intended to repeat Morse
cha rac t e r s  which  were
recorded on paper by in-
dentations that transferred
their message to another
circuit automatically when
passed under a tracing-
point connected with a
circuit - closing apparatus.
I n  man ipu la t i ng  t h i s
machine I found that when
the cylinder carrying the
inden ted  pape r  was
turned with great swiftness, i t  gave off
a humming noise from the indentations
—a musical rhythmic sound resembling
that of human talk heard indistinctly.
This led me to try fitting a diaphragm to
the machine, which would receive the
vibrations or  sound-waves made by my
voice when I talked to it, and register these

Edison-Bell Phonograph of 1886,

The cylinder was moved back to the
starting point, and then very faintly, but
quite distinctly, the instrument repro-
duced his words.

The first phonograph made its recordings
on tinfoil wrapped round a cylinder, but
this material retained its impressions clear1v
for only a very short (Continued on page 230}
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Air News
Handlev Page ‘‘Halifax” Bomber New R.A.F. Film

More details of the Handley Page "Halifax”
4 -engined bomber are now available. When work
o» the design was begun late in 1937 it  was intended
that the machine should be a twin-engined bomber,
but in 1938 the design was revised to a 4 -engined
arrangement. The first “Halifax’* made its initial
flight in the ate summer of 1939. and production
models began to go into service with the R.A.F. in
the autumn of 1940.

This fine heavy bomber is a middle wing monoplane
with a wing span of 99 ft. It is armed with eight
.303 Browning machine guns installed in three Boulton
Paul gun turrets, one turret in the fuselage nose,
another in the stem, and
one amidships on the top of
the fuselage. Normally the
crew’ total seven, and consist
of two pilots, a navigator
who also acts as bomb-aimer,
a wireless operator, and three
gunners —one for each of the
turrets.

A pho tog raph  of a
‘Halifax” was reproduced on
page 367 of the December
1941 “Af.Af."

Corvette Tows Disabled
‘‘Sunderland” for 51 Days

“/luricida,” an American
corvette, went to the aid of
a R.A.F. "Sunderland” flying
boat which became disabled
during Atlantic patrol, and
had to descend on the water
while still far out over the
ocean. The weather was bad,
w lh heavy seas running,
but a tow rope was fixed up.
and the corvette began to
tow the flying boat to the
nearest Allied port. During
the 5f days' slow voyage to
the port the “Sunderland"
was severely buffeted, but
remained afloat. The incident
gave proof of the very robust
construction of this well-
known type of British fixing boat.

Canada Producing More Aircraft
Mr. R. P. Bell, Director-General of Aircraft Pro-

duction, in Canada, has given some interesting
statistics showing how the Canadian aircraft industry
has expanded since the war began. In that time the
number of employees has risen from 1,000 to 40,000,
and the output of completed machines from 40 a
year to 10 a day! The industry is now producing 16
twin-engined Bristol "Bolingbrokes” and 100 twin-
engined Avro “Anson" trainer-bombers a month.
The "Bolingbroke” is the Canadian version of the
Bristol “Blenheim” bomber.

American Civil Air Patrol
Mr. F. H. La Guardia, the well-known Mayor of

New York, and director of the “Office of Civil Defence.”
has created an American Civil Air Patrol for the
duration of the war. It is planned to enlist about
S80.000 jjcrsons, 90,000 of whom will be licensed air
pilots, a similar number student pilots, and the
remainder ground staffs. The equipment of the
Patrol is expected to t( al about 23.000 civil aircraft
and about 2,000 aerodromes in the United States
got being used for military or scheduled purposes
will be brought into the scheme.

Boeirg "Flying Fortress" heavy bombers in mass production. The fuselages in
the foreground are receiving final touches before the wings are added, and in the
background are completed bombers. This photograph and the upper one on
the next page are by courtesy of the Boeing Aircraft Company, Inc., U.S.A.

The great debt owed to our airmen who day and
night carry on the increasing offensive against the
enemy is vividly brought home in a new short film
“A'mgA/s of the- Air," released in London in April
last, and which in the following 15 w’eeks w-ill be
shown throughout the country.

The film has been made by Fred Watts, of Pathe,
whose own two sons are in tfie R.A.F.—the youngest
is now’ training in Canada for his w’ings. In lO min.
of bnkathless action i t  runs the whole gamut of the
R.A.F.’s many-sided operations. Back in the momen-
tous days of 1940 one sees the young fighter pilots—
the immortal "few”— taking off for the grim air

fighting of the Battle of Britain, and authentic “shots”
show Nazi bombers crumpling up under the fire of
“Spitfires” and “Hurricanes.” Bombers fill the skies
with speeding wings and pulsing engines, and coastal
aircraft are shown a t  their unsleeping task of guarding
Britain’s lifelines.

Close-ups of several R.A.F. heroes, notably Squadron
Leader "Paddy” Finucanc. D.S.O., D.F.C., and
Sergeant Hannah, V.C., recall some of the outstanding
deeds of heroism of the air fighting. There are also
shots of some of the Air chiefs, including a rather
unusual one of the Prime Minister in his uniform as
Honorary Air Commodore of No. 615 Fighter Squadron.

The film is introduced by Air Vice-Marshal H.R.H.
the Duke of Kent, and the whole cost of making it and
copies from it has been borne by the Cinema trade.
I t  is hoped to raise at least £100,1)00 by collections a l
cinemas where the film is being shown.

TWA-New England. Inc., a company in which both
Transcontinental and Western Air. Inc. and the New
Haven and Hartford Railroad, U.S.A., have interests,
applied recently to the U.S. Civil Aeronautics Board for
authority to operate regular air services w'hidh would
link up 19 cities between New York and Boston, and
provide combined rail and air travel facilities to the
southern part of New England.
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A fine flight photograph of one of the latest Boeing “Flying Fortress" bombers, type B17E.
Range Development Unit he took part in the famous
world record long-distance flight from Israailia to Port
Darwin, Australia, in November 1938. This 7,162
miles non stop flight was accomplished by two Vieker*
"Wellesley” machines of the R.A.F. The awards
made to the crews of the aircraft included the Air
Force Cross to Burnett.

The D.H. "Gipsy Major" Engine
The Air Ministry have paid a striking tribute to

the reliability and long life of the D.H. “Gipsy Major”
aero engine, many thousands of which are in service.
They announced recently that after consultation
between the Directorate of Repair and Maintenance
and the R.A.F. Training Command, it has been agreed
that the period between overhauls of this engine shall
be increased to 1,260 hrs., without even top overhaul*
during that time. This is a record for a British aero
engine, and may even be a world record.

When the "Gipsy Major” 4 -cylinder air cooled
engine was introduced in 1932 the overhaul period
was 450 hrs., and in July 1933 it was increased to
750 hrs. A further extension to 1,000 hrs. was made
in August 1937, and the R.A.F. have been working

within this figure, at 900 hrs. The latest
extension has almost trebled the original
overhaul period.
Success of British Airways’ Service Io Lisbon

Between June 1940 and the end of
March this year 8,391 passengers and 722
tons of mail and freight were flown on
British Airways' regular air service between
this country and Lisbon without mishap.
At Lisbon some of the traffic was trans-
ferred to and from the big "Clipper” flying
boats of Pan American Mrway*, which
until recently made 1 isbon the European
terminus of their transatlantic service. Now
that the service has l>een extended to Eire,
connection is made there with a shuttle
service to and from Britain, operated by
British Airways.
A Job for American Model Aircraft Builder*

The Secretary of the U.S. Navy has asked
the thousands of high school boys in that
country to help the Navy’s war training
programme by making 1(),000 models of
each of 50 different types of fighter aircraft,
a total of half a million models! Plans and
specifications for the model machines are
being prepared by the U.S. Navy Bureau.
The models will be used for training in
range estimation in gunnery practice, and
for training lx>th naval personnel and
civilians in aircraft recognition. Thia
interesting scheme seems likely to prove
very popular.

Wright "Whirlwind" aero engines are to be produced in Brazil.
Col. A. G. Muniz, official representative of the Brazilian govern-
ment, is here seen [on the left) inspecting a 9-cyl. engine similar
to the types to be made in that country. Photograph by courtesy

of the Wright Aeronautical Corporation, U.S.A.

Wright “Whirlwind" Aero Engines to be Made in
Brazil

Under an agreement signed between the Wright
Aeronautical Corporation, U.S.A., and the Brazilian
government, ‘"Whirlwind’’ aero engines are to be
manufactured in Brazil by a company just formed
there named "Fabrica Nacional de Motors.” This
company will make the "Whirlwind" 7-cylinder and
9 cylinder tvpes, ranging from 235 h.p. to 450 h.p.
The lower illustration on this page shows Col. A. G.
Muniz, aeronautical engineer and official representative
of the Brazilian government, with officials of the
Wright company, inspecting a 9-cyl. "Whirlwind”
engine similar to those which will be made in Brazil.

An R.A.F. Record Flight Recalled
Among recent awards of the Distinguished Flying

Cross was one to Wing Commander B. K. Burnett,
R.A.F., for fine wt rk as Officer Commanding No. 51
Squadron, in which capacity he has played an im-
portant part in operations against the enemy.

Wing Commander Burnett joined the R’A.F. in
1934, and four years later as a member of the Long
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Gears and How to Identify Them*
1— Spur Gears

SPUR gears are
the most simple

form of gears and
are used to trans-
mit motion and
power between
two  pa ra l l e l
shafts. They are
easily identified
by the teeth be-
ing straight and
parallel to their
axes. The speeds

of rotation are inversely proportional
to the number of teeth, e.g., if the
pinion (the smaller gear) has 23
teeth and rotates at 100 revolutions

3— Single Helical Gears
The functions of single helical

gears are the same as for spur gears,
the difference being in the inclina-
tion of the teeth relative to the axes.
The bores are parallel.

The effect of the helical teeth is a
greater number of teeth in simul-
taneous contact than is possible
with straight teeth, giving smoother
and quieter running.

I t  should be noted that the helical
teeth of the pinion are of the
opposite hand to those of the wheel.
In the example illustrated the
pinion is left hand and the wheel
right hand.

and the wheel has 57 teeth the latter
revolves at ~3x  100 =40.35 r.p.m.

2— Rack and Pinion
4 — Double Helical Gears

Double Helical Gears are an
adaptation of Single Helical Gears
and are readily identifiable by the
“V"  formation of the teeth, bearing
in mind that, with certain methods
of manufacture, the “V” may not
be continuous.

The advantage of this type is that
the gears do not set up  end thrust as
obtains with Single Helical Gears.

The pinion is the same spur type
as in (1) but instead of meshing
with a spur wheel it engages with a
straight-toothed member called a
rack.

This combination has the effect
of converting circular movement
into linear or reciprocating motion.

•Reprinted, by courtesy of the Editor, from “Contact,”
the journal of David Brown and Sons (Huddj Ltd.
and associated Companies.
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wheel being of bronze, which com-
bination minimises the friction due
to the sliding action as the worm
thread passes the wheel teeth.

7 —Straight Bevel
Gears

Bevel gears are
an efficient means
of t ransmit t ing

Viewed singly Spiral Gears cannot
be distinguished from Single Helical
Gears, but when examined together
it will be seen that both Pinion and
Wheel are the same hand —left hand
in the example illustrated —with the
result that  when meshed together
the bores are not parallel but at an
angle (usually 90°).

Relative speeds can be determined
by the numbers of teeth as in the
case of spur gears, noting that the
teeth of the pinion must not be
counted across the face but round
the circumference.

power and motion between shafts
which are in the same plane and
disposed at an angle (usually 90°)
to each other.

They are easily identified by their
conical shape and tapering teeth.

8—Spiral Bevel Gears
These gears are identical in

function with straight tooth bevel
gears but have a spiral tooth forma-
tion to give greater strength and
smoother running by the increased
number of teeth in simultaneous
contact.

The teeth are usually, but not
always, curved as this is an adapta-
tion to suit a manufacturing process
which is used for speed and accuracy
of generation. I t  does, however,
facilitate identification.

Worm Gears are a development of
spiral gears, the main difference
being that the wheel is hollow faced
so as to envelop sufficient of the
worm to give a much greater zone
of contact on each tooth.

This results in a much greater load
carrying capacity. These gears can
frequently be identified by the worm
(which is the equivalent of the spiral
pinion), being of hardened steel with
a high degree of finish and the worm
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Photography
People at Work

MOST of us find it interesting to watch
other people at  work, especially on

jobs that have no resemblance to our own.
We are all familiar with the little group
of spectators that gather to watch road
builders or repairers at work, or to gaze
at the operations of a big crane or power
shovel. I recall that during the con-
struction of the huge Rockefeller Centre in
New York a wooden gallery overlooking
the site was specially constructed from
which those who wished could watch the
building operations. This gallery was
labelled "Sidewalk Superintendents' Club,"
but it also received the less dignified but
certainly more expressive name of "Gaper's
Gallery!"

Jt is good fun to make a collection of
photographs of people at work, and even
thr  simplest jobs will provide interesting
pictures. Opportunities for this kind of
photograph often come quite unexpectedly
during a walk through the streets or the
countryside, and it is a good plan when
out “prospecting" to carry the camera
ready for a quick snapshot at  any moment.
The exposures required naturally vary with
the condition of the light and the amount
of movement in the picture, but in the
majonry of such subjects the people
concerned are moving comparatively
slowly, so that a high shutter speed is
seldom necessary. Generally speaking,

The Knife Grinder. Photograph by P. R. Wickham,
Leicester.

good results can be got with a rapid film, a
lens aperture of f/8 and the shutter
working at l /25th sec. Frequently there
is little time for thinking about focusing,
and if the camera is of the popular type
in which the focusing is done by rotating
the lens mount, i t  is a good plan to set
this at 15 ft. or 20 ft.

In subjects that include a number of
people one must just wait for a suitable
grouping to occur. Often, however, only
one person is involved, and then it  may be

possible to get him to keep still
for a moment in the desired
attitude. This was done in the
accompanying picture of an
itinerant knife grinder. If in
such a case a print is promised,
make a careful note of the
address and never fail to send
the print, even if i t  does not
turn out quite as well as was
hoped.

Finally, do not forget that in
these wartime days photographs
must not be taken of operations
that have any military con-
nection. This prohibition applies
not only to the activities of the
Services but also to those of the
various branches of Civil Defence.
In addition the photography of
scenes of air raid damage is
forbidden.’'Lubrication. ” Photographed by W. Barr, Birkenhead.
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From Our Readers
This page is reserved for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceeding 500 words in length
are invited on any subject of which the writer has special knowledge or experience. These should be
written neatly an one side of the paper only, and should be accompanied if possible by original photo-
graphs for use as illustrations. Articles published will be paid for. Statements m articles submitted
are accepted as being sent in good faith, but the Editor takes no responsibility for their accuracy.

Calling ton, Cont wall, bears the words "Take Off"
Eew know what this means. The history of the stone
goes back to the days when a toll-house near by did
duty. A charge of 6d. was made for every horse
drawing a vehicle and passing through the turnpike
gates. As a special concession, however, an additional
horse was allowed free passage for the purpose of
helping a heavily loaded vehicle up a steep hill ha IE
a mile beyond. When the stone was reached, the
driver was reminded by it  to ‘‘take off” the extra

OUT WITH A BALLAST TRAIN
My father is an engine driver and on one occasion

I had the luck to accompany him to a station near
by for ballasting. We left the De Aar sheds at five
in the morning, and down in the yard we attached
12 wagons filled with stones for a new line that was
to be laid at Orange River. That morning No. 945.
our engine, showed what she could do and we covered
the first 80 miles easily in the time given us.

Then came a hearty and welcome
breakfast, after which the tank
was refilled with water and we left
for our destination, the curve in
front of the big Orange River
Bridge, There kaffirs were i busy
laying down the new rails in the
just completed cutting. I wan-
dered about in the hope of catching
a glimpse of a baboon, for there
are a few in the neighbourhood,
but I was not successful, so I
returned to lend a helping hand
with unloading the stones brought
for use as ballast.

At about one we left for Orange
River to enable a fast passenger
train to pass. Then out we went
again to work. Helping where I
could made the time Sy and to
me it seemed that the time for
departure came too soon. • We
reached De Aar very tired and
hungry, but satisfied with a good day’s work.

S. JAKOBSEN (De Aar Junction, South Africa).
YOU MUST “TAKE OFF” HERE

A curious old wayside stone a t  the top of a hill near

A South African ballast train and crew. Photograph by S, Jakobsen,
De Aar Junction, South Africa.

horse and send it  back home! If he failed to do so he
would be hauled before the Courts and made to pay
the penalty.

Those days are gone, but the weather-beaten,
mossy-headed stone still tells everyone who travels
that way to “Take Off.*'

l.AWRiNCF. MAKER (Callington ).

SURPRISE FOR A HIGHWAYMAN
In between the villages of Da tch worth and Brim-

field, in Hertfordshire, there is a post on which are
inscribed the words "Clibbon's Post." I made enquiries
about this, and was interested to find that i t  was a
memorial of a local highwayman.

On 28th December 1782 a farmer went to Hertford
Market and at night returned with a lot of money.
In these circumstances the farmers of those days used
to have a servant with a gun a little way behind in
order to provide against attack. This wa* the case
here. When the two were nearing the spot where
the post is now, a highwayman of the name of Clibbon
stepped out and demanded the farmer’s money. He
did not see the servant, who shot him as he was
escaping with the money. He died on the spot where
the post stands.

W, J .  Du LEY (Watton*at-Stone).

ANOTHER OLD FIRE ENGINE
I was interested in J .  VV. Morton's article on the

Manea tire engine in the March "M.AI . "  On the
G,W.R. Kingswear stat’on, Devon, there is a fire
engine bearing the words “ Af erryweatker 1837," so
that i t  is apparently older than that a t  Manca. It
has spoked wooden wheels and the pump is operated
by a T-shaped handle mounted on top of the engine.
Only four men are required to work it, I believe, and
it is capable of throwing a jet 50 ft. into the air.

A. J .  Pi KE {Torquay k

“What must I take off?*1 What the Inscription on
this stone means is explained in an article on  this

page. Photograph by L. Maker, Callington.
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A “David Brown” Tractor at work with disc harrows. This photograph, by C. F. F. Snow, Braywood, Windsor,
was awarded a consolation prize in the 6th seasonal Photographic Contest organised by David Brown Tractors
Ltd., Huddersfield, by courtesy of whom it is reproduced. Details of a further Photographic Contest are given

on page 230.

for the removal of "tramp” iron, small particles that
cling to it when the castings are removed from the
moulds. The clean sand is then carried to the mixing
units and hoppers that feed the new sand on to
conveyors, while the metal particles removed in the
separator make up some of the minute scrap treated
in the sintering plant.

At the Dagenham works there is a special salvage
department, the duty of which is to devise ways and
means of making savings. Every scrap of wood,
rubber, metal, cloth or leather is saved, no matter
how small. Even scraps of paper discarded by work-
men are reclaimed and baled for repulping.

A New Type of Rock Crusher
Many types of rock and gravel crusher have been

described from time to time in the “A/.A/.” In
practically all of these the material is made to pass
between heavy jaws, one of which is movable and
works backward and forward against the other in order
to break up the rock and stone. Hardened steel
alloys are used in making the heavy jaws of these
breakers, which have to bear enormous strains.

Now an entirely new form of crusher has been
introduced in the United States for making sand and
fine gravel. I t  is called the impact breaker, and the
stones or gravel used are broken down by simply
throwing them a t  high speed against breaker plates.
These are made of manganese steel, and the broken
material is carried forward to a screen where it can
be graded. The new machine has a very high out-
put, but maintenance costs are high as the breaker
plates need to be renewed daily.

Soldering Made Easy
A neat wire soldering unit for giving strong and

electrically efficient connections has been brought into
use in America. I t  is called the jigger. Each unit
contains a sufficient quantity of solder and flux,
packed in a waterproof casing of inflammable material.
The wires to be joined w*ith its aid are thrust into it,
and the casing is ignited. This gives sufficient heat
t« melt the solder and cause it to flow over the ends
of the wires, and the burned casing then drops off,
leaving a cleanly soldered joint. With the jigger
wires can be permanently connected more easily and
quickly than with a soldering iron.

Reclaiming Metal Dust
The bard school of w’ar has taught us the vital need

for making the utmost use of all raw materials, and
salvage is playing a very important part in this.
One of the firms that even in pre-war days possessed
a widespread salvage scheme was the Ford Motor
Co, Ltd. At their works a t  Dagenham every possible
use is made of every scrap of waste, and very
effective schemes for reclaiming this have been w’orked
out.

A particularly interesting part of the Ford factory
is what is known as the sintering house, the special
purpose of which is to reclaim such materials as metal
borings and filings from the machine and other shops,
and iron ore dust. In their original form these are
too fine to be used in the blast furnace, because the
fierce draught of air through this would immediately
blow them out. In the sintering house therefore they
are made into a heavy sinter or clinker, w’hich can
l>e used effectively in the blast furnace. The waste
metals to be reclaimed are fed from hoppers on to a
grate that is similar to the chain grate stoker of a
boiler. As they travel over the grate they are roasted
by means of gas jets, and combine with coke breeze
to form a mass of clinker. When cold this is broken
into pieces of a size suitable for handling, and heavy
enough not to be blown out of the furnace by the
hot air blast.

Even the very fine ore dust in the blast furnace
gases can be reclaimed in this manner. The furnace
is water cooled, and the cooling W’ater is used also
to cleanse the blast furnace gases. After i t  is used
for this purpose the water contains a high percentage
of solid matter. To reclaim this i t  is drawn off into
a large circular tank with a conical base, where the
solid matter is allowed to settle, so that large slowly
rotating blades can sweep it into a pipe. Through
this it is pumped to a sudion filter, where the water
is taken out. The remaining sludge can be roasted
in the sintering plant. Every day three tons of solids
are reclaimed by this means.

Sand is another valuable material that is recovered
a t  Dagenham for further use. Many tons of i t  are
used in the foundry in making the moulds into which
molten metal is poured. After use it is collected by
means of a belt conveyor running beneath the mould*
ing machines, and passed through magnetic separators
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Fighting Fire Bombs
During air raids on this country hundreds of

thousands of incendiary bombs have been extinguished
by means of sandbags or stirrup pumps, but
more rapid and effective means of dealing with
them have also been worked out. A particularly
interesting scheme is that of the Nuswift Engineering
Company Ltd., Eiland, in which a finely divided spray
of water is directed on to the bomb under pressure.
The pressure is supplied bv a reservoir of compressed
carbon dioxide, which itself is effective in extinguish-
ing fires. Further, the rapid expansion of the gas on
release makes the spray very cold indeed, and this also
is helpful in checking the ravages of fire.

The standard Nuswift extinguisher, known as the
R.S.Q., has a cylinder holding two gallons of water,
to which a 42 ft. length of flexible hose provided with
a nozzle is attached. Inside the cylinder is a small
copper canister containing carbon dioxide under
pressure. The cylinder is brought into operation
by a slight blow on the knob on the lop. A sharp
point then penetrates the thin cover of the canister
and releases the gas into the water, thus giving a
high-pressure jet of a mixture of gas and water which
is sprayed out through a pipe reaching to the bottom
of the cylinder. The jet is 30 ft. in length and more
powerful than that of the stirrup pump.

In order to make the R.S.Q. extinguisher even
more effective a scheme has been developed to enable
one man to carry two cylinders, thus making him
more efficient in fire fighting than two stirrup pump
teams. Our illustration shows how this is done.
The cylinders are suspended from a heavy belt worn
by the user, who approaches the fire, stoops down
so that the cylinders rest on the ground, and gives
a sharp blow on the top of each cylinder. This releases
two powerful extinguishing jets, which can be used
for any type of fire, their finely divided spray making
them particularly valuable for incendiary bombs of
the thermite type.

The extinguisher can readily be recharged with
water, in the case of a £hip by simply being slung
overboard on the end of a rope, and a new canister
of carbon dioxide can be Inserted in about 30 seconds.
When one fire is put out the jets can be stopped by
bending the hose over, ready for release on approach-
ing a second. R.S.Q. extinguishers of other sizes
and capacities are available.

A Giant Swedish Aerial Ropeway
What is believed to be the largest aerial ropeway

system in ,the world in regard to carrying capacity
has been completed recently in Sweden. Its purpose
is to transport limestone over a distance of 26 miles
to a new cement factory, and the carrying capacity
of the 510 conveyors now used is 63 tons an hour.
Later this will be increased to 90 tons an hour.

The ropeway is built in four sections, earh about
six miles long, and is carried on 235 concrete columns.
At one point the line crosses a river, where a clear
height of 85 ft. had to be allowed, and in order to
achieve this columns 108 ft. in height were built on
the two banks, 492 ft. apart. The ropeway also
crosses a lake, over which it passes for a distance of
about two miles, and there several columns 148 ft.
in height had to be built up in the water, the greatest
span being 591 yds.

Each section has its own driving machinery. Electric
motors are used, two at the middle station and one
each at the end stations, and their total output is
540 h.p. They are coupled so that they can be started
simultaneously.

Before the ropew'ay was built the possibility of
carrying the limestone by rail, canal and road was
considered. All these proved to be more costly than
a ropeway, and a canal would have bad the further
difficulty of being unusable for four months every
year owing to freezing. The conveyors occupy a little
more than 4¾ hrs. to complete their journey and the
cost of carriage is slightly more than one shilling a
ton, a sum that will be halved after the line has been
in use for 10 years.

How two R.S.Q. fire extinguishers are carried. One
man so equipped is more effective than two stirrup
pump teams. Photograph by courtesy of Nuswift

Engineering Co. Ltd., Eiland.
A Large American Dry Dock

Water is one of the chief enemies of the civil
engineer, and the building of a large dry dock recently
in the United States illustrates both the extent of the
trouble that water can give and the efficiency of
the methods used in dealing with it.

The dock is 1,200 ft. long and 150 ft. wide, and it
was built on a site covered with water to a depth of
20 ft. The plan followed wfas to enclose the area by
means of an embankment, and then to pump it dry.
There was a very heavy flow' of underground water,
however. In order to deal with this wells or shafts
2 ft. 6 in. in diameter were drilled, and within each
a pump with a rapacity of 2,000 gall, per min. was
sunk. -Each pump was driven by a motor specially
designed to work when immersed. About 36 wells
were required to cope with the flow of water, amount-
ing at times to 36,000 gallons a minute.

The water from the pumps was delivered through
check valves to main pipes along the sides of the
enclosed area. As the water level was lowered, lines
of well points were drilled to drain the side slopes,
the number of those used for this purpose being about
1,600. These w'elis were arranged in groups to serve
the pumping apparatus installed.

When ..he site had been pumped dry, the bottom
was 60 ft. below water level. On this a layer of grave)
1 ft. 6 in. in depth was placed and over i t  was laid a
concrete floor 3 ft. 6 in. in thickness. The concrete
was delivered in buckets with opening bottoms, and
of 8 cu. ft. capacity. These were brought into position
by means of cableways or ropeways, with spans of
830 ft., carried on towers running on track of 30 f t .
gauge.
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Suggestions Section
By "Spanner"

(552) Worm Gear Tester
( “Spanner”!

Some form of reduction gearing is
required in almost every instance in
engineering where it is desired to use an
electric motor for driving
a machine. Its purpose is
to produce a slower and
more powerful drive from
the comparatively high
speed of the armature
shaft of the motor.

One of the most efficient
and compact forms of
gearing is the worm and
pinion. In designing this
it is necessary beforehand
to compare the maximum
load that can be placed
on the output shaft of the
gear-box while the shaft
is rotating at  the speed
required, with the power
necessary to drive the
machine. This load is
measured by connecting
the worm gear unit to an electric motor
and Prony brake attached to a spring
balance, as explained in the article on the
testing of a worm gear unit that appeared
on page 93 of the March “M.AI.”

Figs. 552 and 552a show a model
that demonstrates the working of the
apparatus described in
this article. The model
is carried on a base that
consists of a 5 | *x2 |*
Flanged Plate lengthened
2J* at one end by a
2J* x 2 f  Flat Plate
attached to it by x J*
Angle Brackets, Comer
Angle Brackets and two
5£* Strips. The base is
completed by bolting a
2 Angle Girder to the
outer end of the 21*x2i*
Flat Plate. An E l  or
E l  20 Electric Motor is
fitted to the base in the
position shown and the
special pinion mounted
on its armature shaft
meshes with a 57-teeth
Gear fixed on a 2 |*  Rod 1 .
The Rod is journalled in

Double Angle Strip attached to two
2 |*x l | *  Flanged Plates that form the
gear-box casing for the worm gear.

Before the 2j* Strip is fixed in place the
worm wheel is fitted in the gear-box. This
consists of a Pinion mounted on a 1*
Rod that is journalled in the 21* x 11*

Flanged Plates and also
carries a 11* Pulley 3
forming the drum of the
Prony brake. A Threaded
Pin 4, representing a
the rmomete r ,  i s  now
secured to the gear-box
casing. The purpose of
this in the prototype is
to measure the tempera-
ture of the oil inside.

The brake shoes are
four 3J* Strips lock-nutted
to one another and en-
gaging the groove in the
Pulley 3. The outer ends
of the shoes are also lock-
nutted to Rod and Strip
Connectors. The shoes are
tightened round the drum
by turning two hand-
wheels 5, each consisting
of a J* Disc fixed on theFig. 552a.

the sideplates of the Motor and carries a
Universal Coupling 2, in the other end of
which is a 2* Rod on which is fixed a
Worm. The bearings for the 2* Rod are
provided by a 2J* Strip and a 2J*x 1J"

Fig. 552.
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Bearing, which is connected by a 1 '  Rod
to a Swivel Bearing 2. The latter is fixed
by its ‘‘spider” to a Handrail Support 3
mounted on the upper end of a 14* Rod
journalled in a 5|* compound channel
girder 4. The channel girder is attached
to the springs of the chassis, and the 1 |*
Rod carries a Handrail Coupling 5, in
which is gripped the s tub axle supporting
the right-hand road wheel.

A Coupling 6 mounted on the former Rod
forms one of the radius arms. This is
connected by a 1* Rod to a Swivel Bearing
connected to a second Swivel Bearing by
a 4* Rod. The second of the two Swivel
I earings is attached by a 1 '  Rod to a
Coupling 7 that forms the second radius
arm. A Handrail Coupling fixed to the 1*

upper end of a 2* Screwed Rod. Each of
the two Rods is mounted in a
Angle Bracket bolted to one of the
upper 3 Strips and in a Threaded
Boss attached to the corresponding lower
3j* Strip.

A known weight must be suspended
from one arm of the brake shoes. In the
model this consists of several 1J-* Discs
placed on a 1* Rod inserted in the Rod
and Strip Connector attached to the arm
and kept in position by a Collar. The
other ann is attached to a spring balance
that is mounted in two Strips fixed
to the base by two Trunnions. These
Strips are attached to a Double Bracket
at  their upper ends. The scale is made
from a small piece of cardboard that is
attached to two Semi-Circular Plates
bolted to the front 3|* Strip. A length of
Cord is fastened to the arm, passed around
a l*  Rod 6, Fig. 552a, and is finally tied to
a Cord Anchoring Spring mounted on the
Rod. A short length of Spring Cord 7 is
bolted to the Double Bracket attached to
the  3V Strips, wound once around the
Rod 6 and connected to the Cord Anchoring
Spring. A Pointer fixed on the front end
of the Rod indicates the weight that
has to be added to the known weight
attached to the other arm to give the
total load that is placed on the drum.
Vibrations are damped by a 1" Rod fitted
in the second Rod and Strip Connector and
a Double Bent Strip bolted to the base.

(553) Forward Control Steering Gear for
Heavy Lorries

(“Spanner”)

The increased power of motor lorries,
and the consequent possibility of carrying
heavier and sometimes very bulky loads,
has necessitated longer chassis to accom-
modate the bodies. This in turn ha*
introduced problems connected with the
steering arrangements, but in some cases
these difficulties have Ixien overcome by
making the engine unit as compact as
possible and arranging the steering gear in
a forward control position.

Such a steering gear suitable for in-
corporation in models of heavy lorries is
shown in Fig. 553. The gear is of the
worm and pinion type, and consists of a
Worm mounted on the steering column and
meshed with a i* Pinion fixed on a 1* Rod
that carries also a Crank 1. Bearings for
the two Rods are provided by two 2* Flat
Girders, which arc bolted to the framework
of the chassis and arc attached to 2*
Strips and Double Brackets. At its lower
end the Crank 1 is lock -nutted to an End

Fig. 553.

Rod secured in the transverse bore of the
Coupling 7 carries the left-hand stub
axle and road wheel.

(554) Novel Use for the Meccano Drift
I “Spanner”)

In assembling delicate and sensitive
mechanisms i t  is essential to reduce friction
to a minimum. This applies particularly
to rotating rods and their bearings. Some-
times the Meccano Drift, part No. A 1083,
will be found useful in this respect, for it
can be used in conjunction with a Rod
Socket to provide a very free-running
shaft. The Drift may be arranged either
vertically or horizontally, and the pointed
end is pivoted in the bore of a Rod Socket
fixed to the frame of the mechanism. At
the other end of the Drift the bearing may
be provided by a hole in a Plate or other
suitable part.
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New Meccano Models
Side-Tipping Rail Wagon and Crushing Mill

*pHE first of our new models this month is a side-A tipping wagon of the type used on small gauge
railways, such as  those in coal mmes and quarries,
where the load is tipped by hand. This model is
shown in our upper illustration. It is simple to make,
but can be used in actual operations on a Hornby

of its prototype, and is fitted with a device that
discharges the material after grinding.

The base of the model is the first part to construct.
This consists mainly of a 3i*x24'* Hanged Plate 1,
to the flanges of which two 24* Angle Girders are
bolted. Two Small Shafting Standards are attached

to the Plate to provide bearings for the
driving shaft 2, which is 4'  long and carries a
!$* Pulley, by means of which the model can be
driven from a Motor. A V Bevel 3 is also mounted
on the Rod and meshes with a 1|* Bevel fixed
on the upper end of a vertical 3* Rod 4. Bearings
for this Rod are provided by the Hanged Plate 1
and a Bush Wheel bolted to it. and by an Octagonal
Coupling 5 mounted f reedy on the Rod 2 and held
in place by Pinion 3 and a Collar. Washers are
used for spacing purposes.

The Rod 4 carries a Wheel Flange 6 that forms
the pan in which the materials to be ground are
placed. This Wheel Flange is attached to a
Bush Wheel fixed to the Rod. A Coupling held
between two Col ars is mounted freely on Rod 4,
and several I f '  Discs, representing the grinding
wheels, are placed on the shanks of two }'  Bolts
gripped in the longitudinal bore of this Coupling,
but spaced from it by four Washers.

The discharging device consists of a shovel that
is lowered slantwise into the pan while i t  is
rotating, so that the material is directed outward
over the edge of the pan. 'I he  shovel is formed
from an Obtuse Angle Bracket attached by means
of a second Obtuse Angie Bracket to a Flat
Bracket, 'lhe Flat Bracket is lock-nutted by its

elongated hole on a f* Bolt fixed in the centre tapped
bore of the Coupling of Rod 4. The shovel is now
attached by an Obtuse Angle Bracket to the operating
lever, which consists of two 1|* Strips lock-nutted to
a 4* X 4* Angle Bracket bolted to the base.

Parts required to build < rushing mill: 2 of No. 6a;
2 of No. 9d; 2 of No. 10: 2 of No. 12; 3 of No. 12c;
1 of No. 15 b; I of No. 16b; 1 of No. 21: 2 of No. 24;
1 of No. 30a; 1 of No. 36c; 22 of No. 37a; 20 of No.
37b; 28 of No. 38; I of No. 53; 4 of No. 59; I of
No. 63; 1 of No. 63a; 2 of No. I l l ;  I of No. I l l a ;
1 of No. 131; 1 of No. 137; 2 of No. 178; 14 of No. 217a.

A fine side-lipping wagon that can be used in actual
operations on a Hornby Railway.

gauge "0"  railway.
'lhe construction of the tipping wagon is com-

menced with the chassis. Two 5f" Angie Girders 1
are spaced apart at their ends by 2 '  Angle Girders,
and a Girder Bracket 2 is bolted on a t  each end.
Spring Buliers are fixed to the epds of the 2" Angle
Girders, and a Train Coupling is lock-nutted to a
Coupling secured to each of the 2" Girders. The
travelling wheels are l |*  Flanged Wheels mounted on
JJ* Rods journalled in ‘1 runnions which, together
with two 4 J* Angle Girders 3, are bolted to the
Angle Girders 1.

A brake is fitted to one pair of wheels and consists
of a lever 4 formed from a 4J* Strip lock- nutted by
means of a f* Bolt to a 1* Triangular Plate bolted to
the chassis. I he J* Bolt is also secured to one end
of a threaded Boss fixed to a 2* Screwed Red. which
is journalled in another I* 'triangular Plate attached
to the chassis, and carries a Flat Bracket locked on
it between two Nuts, 'lhe brake shoes are Collars
bolted to the Hat  Bracket and the lever 4 by jT Bolts.

' lhe container consists of a Hinged Flat Plate
attached a t  each end to 2 J* Triangular Plates, to the
centre holes of which 1 '  loose Pulleys 5 are bolted.
These Pulleys run along the upper edges of the Girder
Brackets 2.’ A 4$* Angle Girder 6 is bolted to each
hinge of the Hinged Hat Plate in the position shown.
When the container is tipped to one side the Girder 6
fits over lhe flange of the Girder 3 and its boltheads
lock it in position by engaging the latter Girder.

Parts required to build model side -tipping wagon:
1 of No. 2a; 2 of No. 9; 4 of No. 9a; 2 of No. 9e; I of
No. 10; 4 of No. 12; 1 of No. 12b; 2 of No. 18a; 4 of
No. 20; 2 of No. 22a; 37 of No. 37a; 34 of No. 37b;
28 of No. 38; 2 of No. 59; 2 of No. 63; 1 of No. 64;
2 of No. 76; 2 of No, 77; I of No. SI; 2 of No. 90a;
2 of No. I l la ;  3 of No. 111c; 4 of No. I20a; 2 of
No. 121; 4 of No. 126; 2 of No. 161; I of No. 198.

Mills of the type represented by the model shown in
the lower illustration on this page are used for
crushing and grinding materials required in brie k-
makmg. 'lhe model demonstrates the movements

This simple crushing and grinding machine is fitted
wild an eu.cient discharging device.
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Meccano Model-Building Competition
By "Spanner"

Prize-Winners in the  “New Year*’
Contest

The results of the "New Year" Model-building
Competition announced in the January and February
1942 issues of the "A/.Af.” are as follows:—

SECTION A. 1st Prize, Cheque for £2/2/-: R. Hearn,
Annesley; 2nd, Cheque for £1/  1/-: M. Reed, Woodford

Green. 3rd, Postal Order
for 10/6: P. R. Wickham,
Leicester.

Postal Orders for 5/-:
W. Hog bin, Kamsgate;
D. Anderson, Gerrards
Cross; N. Howarth,
Keighley; J .  Hammond,
Croydon ;  G. Ho l l i s ,
Altofts.

SECTION B. 1st Prize,
Cheque for £2/2/-: D.
Eccles, Southport; 2nd,
Cheque for £1/1/-: V.
Croose, Gloucester; 3rd,
P.O., for 10/6d.: T .
Fogden, E. Grinstead.

Postal Orders for 5/-:
T. Laming, Surbiton;
J .  Kentfield, Bridgend;
P. Philpot, London, S.E.
9,; W. Ashby, Ast ley;
B. Wright, I rthling-
borough.

Ihe first prize-winning
model in Section A was a
s tu rdy  b lock-se t t ing
crane, and a realistic
model ship won the
premier award in Section
B. We hope to illustrate
and describe these fine
models next month.

There were many ex-
cellent features of other
prize-winning models,

and indeed the entire entry was marked by variety in
subject and soundness in construction. In Section A
third prize was won by P. R. Wickham’s saddle-tank
locomotive "B'risA Pony.” The model is 2 ft. long and
10 in. high and is mounted on a chassis built up from
Angle Girders and Strips. A Clockwork Motor provides
power, the drive being led through reduction gearing
to the rear pair of driving wheels. The tank and boiler
consist of Flexible Plates boiled to Strips and Curved
Strips, and the smoke-box front is a 3* Pulley to which
a Wheel Disc is attached.

Second and third prize-winners in Section B, V.
Croose, Gloucester, and T. Fogden, East Grinstead,
submitted fine models of H.M.S. "Rodney” and an
army lorry respectively. V. Croose's model has an
overall length of 4 ft. 1 in. and a beam of 5|'. 'Ihe
hull is constructed from Strips and Flexible Plates,
which are attached rigidly to Flanged Plates forming
the deck, and the 16* guns arc mounted in turrets
built up from 3* Formed Slotted Strips pivotally
secured to the deck and fitted with Road Wheels.
The superstructure is neatly constructed from Flexible
Plates, and is fitted with an aerial and a rangefinder.

T. Fogden's lorry is driven by a No. la Clockwork
Motor and includes a four-speed and reverse gear box,
clutch and a differential gear. I he foot and hand brakes
of the model are interesting. They not only operate the
brake shoes, but also a switch controlling a red rear lamp.

An ingenious model lift incorporating push-button con-
trol won second prize for M. A. Reed, Woodford Green.

An Attractive Special Parts
Contest

This month we have a model-building competition
of an unusual and very interesting type. *lhe illus-
tration on this page shows a group of 41 Meccano
parts, and prizes are offered to readers who construct
the best models in which these parts only are used.

Competitions of this kind have always been very
popular in programmes of Meccano Clubs, and we are
sure that readers generally will enjoy another.

It is not necessary to use every one of the parts
illustrated, but no part that is not shown can be intro-
duced into a model entered in the contest. For example,
the illustration shows two Flat Trunnions. 'Ibis
means that a model to be entered may have in it
either one or two Flat Trunnions, or  these may be
left out altogether if the plan followed does not allow
them to be worked in. Any kind of model is eligible,
subject to these restrictions, and the judges will base
their decision on the general etlect of the entries and
on the skill with which the parts are adopted to their
various purposes. Where in other respects two models
ar? equal in merit, the one that comes nearest to the
inclusion of the whole of the parts shown will 1«
preferred. Bolts and Nuts can be used in any quantity.

There will be two sections in this contest, for Home
and Overseas readers respectively, and in each prizes
of £2/2/-, £1/1/- and 10/6 will be awarded, with five
consolation prizes of 5/- each, The ages of competitors
will be taken into account by the judges.

Competitors should send in either photographs or
good drawings of their models, together with brief
descriptions of any interesting features that may be
present. Envelopes should be addressed "Special Parts
Contest, Meccano Ltd,, Binns Rood, Liverpool 23."
Closing dates: Home Section, 31st July; Overseas
Section, 31st October.
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Club and Branch News
WITH THE SECRETARY

WHAT TO DO DURING SUMMER
There should be no difficulty whatever in finding

plenty to do during the outdoor season, in spite of
wartime restrictions. Rambles afoot or awheel should
be arranged weekly, preferably on Saturdays, when
more time is available than on other days, and they
should always be planned with a definite objective,
such as a well known place of interest, or some open
space, such as a stretch of sand or a moor, where a
few games can be played.
Excursions farther afield
should not be contemplated,
for we are asked specially
not to travel by rail except
when absolutely necessary,
but I am convinced that
sufficient interest can be
cultivated in things and
places near home to make up
a good outdoor programme.

The suggestions that I
made last month in regard
to cricket and swimming
should be borne in mind,
but i t  should not be over-
looked that club work can
be kept going throughout the
summer, particularly if we
have a wet spell or two.
For instance, a series of
simple contests of various
kinds might be arranged,
the dates being left open so
that any one contest can be
fixed for a wet day that
otherwise would have been
spent out of doors. Another
way of meeting weather
difficulties is to arrange
cinema visits when films that
are likely to be of special
interest and value are on
view. Then there is the
problem of tidying up or re-
organising Club material, a
task to which I know mem-
bers turn willingly and eagerly when they are prevented
from carrying out their original intentions.

Schemes of this kind should be kept in mind to
prevent disappointment when bad weather compels
the abandonment of some outdoor diversion already
planned. When members are taken back to the Club
room, the meetings need not always take any of the
forms 1 have noted. Other good ideas are to arrange
a Debate or a “Quiz” Contest, or to call for impromptu
three-minute talks on subjects drawn a t  random from
a hat, each member thus being given a topic on
which to dilate to the best of his ability. Small prizes
can be awarded in events of this kind, and even if
they do not result in the discovery' of budding orators
they are sure to give rise to real fun and excitement.

Proposed Clubs
WiTii ERNSFA— K. Purkins, “Banavie,” Holly Road.
CAMBRIDGE —J .  C. B. Hughes, Soulhmead, 43, Hurst

Park Avenue.
Proposed Branches

Lv Dfi EM DEX — K. Hobson, 5, Benns Lane, Luddenden,
Nr,- Halifax.

CASFOKD —R. Telpbs, TheyLong Coppice/* Canford

Members of the Rochdale Branch, No. 417: Chairman, Mr. D. R. Morgan;
Secretary, A. Morgan. This Branch was incorporated in August of last year.
Enjoyable track meetings are held regularly, each member occupying a definite
railway posi ion, and electric lighting is being installed for stations, signal
boxes and signals. Operations are also carried out on a garden layout, and
Lantern Lectures and the organisation of a good railway Library complete a

fine programme.

Branches Recently Incorporated
B.424 — HEM EL HEMPSTEAD — Mr. E. J .  Sherrett, 33,

Risedale Road,
B.425— WesT WtCKHAM—Mr. G. L. Edmeads, 67,

Silver Lane.
B.426— BRENTwooD— Mr. T.  R. Cockell, "Pvrford,”

Park Road.
Club Notes

HILLSIDE (WHITEFIELD) M.C.—Model-building has
been continued and the models built have been

exhibited. One member has given a Lecture on
“Tanks." The Aircraft Recognition Section continues
to be popular, and there has been keen competition
in proficiency contests. Various open-air activities are
now being pursued. Club roll: 15. Secretary: D. 1.
Johnson, 27, Hillside Avenue, Whitefield, Nr. Man-
chester.

HORNSEA M.C.—The sections have been busy with
constructional work, the ' Junior Engineers** making
a railway sign K the ' Apprentices” practising screwing
and nailing pieces of woed firmly together, and others
making a boat and a Morse tapper. The scientific
courses have been continued, and Lectures have been
given on “Bacteria," “The Manufacture and Distri-
bution of Electricity" and “The United States and
t anada“ Club roll: 33, Secretary: C. Kemp, 5,
carlton Terrace, Cliff Road, Hornsea.

Branch News
ACTON.— At the Sixth Annual Meeting officials were

elected for the year, Merit Medallions were presented
to the winners, and final plans for the new Branch
Headquarters were approved. Film Displays also
have been given. Secretary; S. W. Simmons, 37,
Derweritwater Road, Acton, London W.3.
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A realistic station scene showing the effective use of various lineside features. Note the appearance of "distance”
given by the scenic background.

On  the Lineside of your Hornby  Railway
THE interest of the miniature railway hobby extends1 far beyond the movement of locomotives and trains,
although this naturally is the principal feature in the
development of realistic operations. Train working
however is given an added attraction if the correct
signals are provided for the layout and for the
movements to be carried out; equally important too
in giving an atmosphere of realism to the proceedings
is the arrangement of the various lineside features.

The average onlooker or visitor to a miniature
railway system who is not an enthusiast himself when
looking a t  certain layouts sometimes has difficulty
in telling just where the failway ends and the sur-
roundings begin. Admittedly a t  times space restrictions
make a certain amount of crowding inevitable, but
it  is usually possible to place some boundary to
mark oft the railway premises in the neighbourhood
of stations and their goods yards and along the
ordinary main line stretches. In this country the
railways are bound to fence in their property so that
in miniature it is
necessary to give
some attention to
this point. For
this purpose the
Hornby  Pa l ed
Fencing is ideal.
It can be bent to
follow the course
of the track a t
curves and thus
it gives a neat
finish to the line-
side. This same
material forms the
standard fencing
on the platform of
the larger Hornby
Stations so that
a tidy and con-
sistent effect is
obtained by its
use a t  the lineside generally.

As an addition to the Fencing or as an alternative
to i t  a t  certain spots good use can be made of the
lengths of Hornby Hedging. These give a welcome
touch of green along the lineside and where the
“countryside" is at all extensive they can be employed
to divide oft one field from another and so on.
Associated with them are the Hornby Trees, both
"poplar" and "oak" patterns. These can be dotted
about the lineside generally while single trees or
little groups of them give quite a good appearance

to “fields," embankments and cuttings.
A specially useful Accessory is the Station Hoarding.

This is principally intended for use on Station plat-
forms for the display of the attractive Miniature
Posters. It  can be employed in addition as an effective
timetable board and for this purpose a strip cut
from an actual timetable can be stuck on. The
Hoarding can be placed outside the Station in the
road approach for either of the two purposes just
mentioned, and it looks well along the actual lineside;
in the latter situation it should not be placed too
close to the railway or "passengers" will be unable
to see properly the posters displayed on the board.

The Platelayer’s Hut and the familiar Watchman's
Hut are two little structures that add considerably
to the tailway-like atmosphere of the lineside. The
Watchman’s Hut is of course a “winter" building
for that is the season when it is most frequently
necessary to have fogmen posted along the track.
Ihe Watchman’s Hut therefore can be staffed by one

of the Miniature
Figures a t  times
when a fog is sup-
posed to be about.
The Platelayer’s
Hut on the other
hand can practi-
cally always have
some  o f  t he
“permanent way
staff" in its neigh-
bourhood.

E lec t r i ca l l y
operated railways
offer interesting
opportunities for
t he  i ngen ious
miniature railway
engineer to provide
special buildings
for different pur-
poses that can

easily be made a t  home from thin wood or even
cardboard. An effective model of this kind is shown
in the lower illustration on this page. This represents
a transformer “house" or sub-station and is the
work of our reader Mr. A. R. Wilson of Halifax, for
his "Hebble Valley Railway," an imaginary line
“somewhere in Yorkshire." This model has a dummy
“doorway" to allow parts of the electrical installation
to be moved into the building. When all is complete
this entrance is bricked up. A movable trap-door
allows the controller handle to be operated.

The front of a home-made transformer sub-station on the "Hebble
Valley Railway” of Mr. A. R. Wilson. Halifax. The building

houses a Meccano Transformer.
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Hornby-Dublo Suburban Train Working
and so be worked back to its original starting point.

This simple routine can be varied by imagining a
“rush hour'* period, when the train may require to be
strengthened by the addition of another vehicle.
The Corridor Coach DI can be added to the Twin
Unit for several journeys and then detached when

traffic slackens off again. At
other times a van or two can
be conveyed by the train
for some particular local
traffic—a Horsebox perhaps,
or one of the various vehicles
suitable for the carriage of
perishable or urgent goods.

With bigger layouts more
involved operations become
possible, and as a rule the
larger systems have sufficient
equipment to allow such
working to be carried out.
A terminus station, for
instance, arranged perhaps
with the components of the
Hornby-Dublo City Station
Outfit, can have a platform
and tracks reserved for
suburban traffic. If a run-

A realistic surburban station formed of two Island Platforms,
in the bay platform while the other gets ahead

amount of work in local goods and passenger services.
The Hornby-Dublo range does not as yet include
suburban passenger coaches, but i t  is possible to
conduct local passenger traffic by means of the
standard Two-Coach Articulated Unit. Although this
represents a main line corridor “twin," real corridor
stock appears at times on local work, especially when
filling in time between long-distance trips; so that
the use of the Dublo Unit in miniature for suburban

One train is held
on the main line.

iiing-round loop is provided,
then a single engine can
give very good service. It

frequently happens however that the length available
for a terminus station does not permit of the inclusion
of crossover points, and the length of “draw ahead"
track near to the Buffer Stops, necessary for running
round facilities. Then we have to adopt the “turn-
over** system of engine working. This means that
one engine brings the train in and is detached; an-
other engine, which has been waiting in an engine
siding or perhaps in an Engine Shed or yard outside

duties is quite reasonable.
With a single engine and train

quite an interesting service can
be run, even on the simplest lay-
out. On a continuous track, an
“all stations’* train can make
successive halts a t  the same
station on each circuit in order
to represent the conditions of
making a journey from point to
point. The actual methods of
working will depend to some
extent on the station layout. Thus
if a loop line is provided a t  the
station, forming in effect separate
“up” and “down" tracks, the
“running round” of the engine
ready for the return trip when
the end of a "journey" is reached
can easily be carried out. During
periods of heavy traffic the "turn
round time" allowed a t  terminal
points is usually very short, so
that smart working is necessary
if time is to be kept. On a Dublo
system a single operator can
amuse himself by seeipg just how
smartly the running round opera-
tion, and in fact the terminal
work generally, can be carried out. With two or
more members of the "stafl” available the various
duties can be divided up in a satisfactory manner.

If there is no loop line, "running round" cannot be
done in the orthodox manner, but the engine can be
got to the other end of the train ready for the return
journey by uncoupling it a t  the end of a journey and
running it right round the track until it reaches the
train again. The train can then make another trip

ryX'E of the advantages of the smart and imposing
-Hornby-Dublo Standard Tank Locomotive is that

its “mixed traffic” character allows it  to be used
equally well on passenger as on goods services. I t  is
typical of the useful 0-6-2 tank of actual practice
with medium-sized driving wheels, that does a great

Two Main Line Stations and an Island Platform make up this four-track
station. Traffic is evidently quiet at the moment as the 1‘local’* shown

is using the main or “fast” line.

the terminus, comes on to the other end of the train
ready for the return journey. Soon the train departs
and the first engine is then released to stand by until
i t  in its turn takes out another train that has arrived.

To carry out this scheme it  is necessary to arrange
for the platform lines in the terminus to be sectionalised
by means of the Isolating Rail which we have dealt
with previously in these pages. The arriving engine
can then be held on an (Continued on page 230)
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A Hornby-Dublo express rounding a curve headed by the streamlined 4-6-2 “Sir Nigel Gresley.”

Fun in Dublo Train Running
the engine will have its coal and water supplies
attended to in the siding, and then make its way
out on to the main line. Having done so it backs in a
clockwise direction round the main track to the
station. This represents a terminus for the time
being, and the familiar "backing in” operation, either
of the engine or of lhe complete train, is thus re-
produced.

After a brief wait for the passengers to entrain, the
starting signal of the Single Ann "home” pattern
shows line clear and the train moves out of the station,
this time of course in a counter-clockwise direction.

THIS  month we show in the diagram on this page
1 another simple layout on which Homby-Dublo

owners with a limited amount of rolling stock can
have some good fun in train running and operating
generally. '1 he layout is single track and is con-
tinuous, so that a certain amount of "make believe'*
is necessary when the trains are supposed to he
making a round trip between what are in real life
terminal points many miles apart.

’lhe favourite oval formation is employed for the
main line, and alongside the lower straight side of
this there is a standard Main Line Station. From the
opposite side of the layout there diverges by means
of a set of Right-Hand Pcflnts a siding that runs
diagonally across the inside of the main oval and
through an Engine Shed to the Buffer Stop. The
length of track between the Shed and the Butlers can
be used to accommodate an engine waiting "for
repairs."

From the diagonal siding just referred to there is
thrown oil another track, this time by means of
Left-Hand Points, and this line runs parallel to the.
main line. It can be used for any of several purposes.
Passenger stock can be stored there when not in use,
or  goods wagons can lie
held there. Alternatively
the line can be used by
the "Locomotive Depart-
ment” for coal xvagons
to stand on.

In our article last
month we dealt almost
exclusively with goods
Crain operations; now we
are going to follow up
some passenger train
working schemes for
which the layout we
have just described is
particularly suitable. We
will suppose that we are
the fortunate possessors
of the components of
the Dublo Passenger Train Set consisting of the
4-6-2 Streamlined Locomotive "Str  Nigel Gresley"
and a Two-Coach Articulated Unit. We can use in
addition a standard Corridor Coach to make up a
three-coach train, but this makes no actual diilerence
to the operations.

With a single passenger express locomotive available
the first move will be to run the engine out from
the Shed and into the siding near by, if the latter is
used for stabling the train. Possibly the vehicles will
be kept a t  the station when not in use, and if so

We will suppose that the train is to make several
circuits of the track non-stop, and that being so the
Double Arm Signal that is encountered as the train
nears the station again will have both its semaphores
"oil" except when the train is about to make a stop.
'Then the lower o r  distant semaphore will be in the
horizontal position, indicating "caution."

We are working, say, a north-west express from
"A'riig’s Cross,” and the first stop after several circuits
can represent York. To add some variety to the
operations we can make this an engine changing
point. If there are two operators this engine changing

arrangement gives each a
turn a t  managing the
train while the other
operates Points and
Signals, which is desirable
if each boy has his own
engine on the line. Even
with one engine the
appearance of engine
changing can be main-
tained. The engine is
uncoupled from the train
and then run forward
round the line until
just past the points
leading to the locomotive
yard. *1he points are
changed, and the engine
can be backed into the

Shed momentarily. I t  then emerges again as if i t
were a fresh engine going out to its work.

The next stop can represent Newcastle; then on
to Edinburgh, where another engine "change” can
be carried out; and as  streamliners work north beyond
that city the use of our miniature No. 4498 on to
"Dundee" and so to “Aberdeen” will be in order.

With two engines available sectionalising of the
engine sidings on the lines dealt with in these articles
will be necessary, and the provision of an additional
track in the Engine Shed will be an advantage.

Diagram of the layout referred to on this page.
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n Af l fCT  contain* 35 a i r ,  t r iangular ,  and  stamps w i thrAL IxC I  aeroplane*, e t c ,  — 2 LIBERIA tr iangular  (w i th
ae rop lane ) :  NIGERIA;  MONTENEGRO;  URUGUAY;  INDIA (Ser-
v ice) ;  2 JAPAN (obsole te ) ;  2 TANGANYIKA;  3 PALESTINE;  6
BRAZIL  (ae rop lane  design,  e t c , ) ;  5 U .S .A. ;  ICELAND  (F ish) ;  Aus t ra l ia ;
NEWFOUNDLAND;  MANCHURIA:  2 FRENCH CAMEROONS,
MOZAMBIQUE (Airpost) ;  THAILAND;  CEYLON (Pic tor ia l ) ;
JOHORE;  Norway, Price S jd . .  post  2 Jd ,  ex t r a .  Appl icants  for  approvals
receive 6 Pictorial  S .  AFRICA  and in add i t ion ,  those  sending  addresses
of stamp collecting fr iends get  s e t  of 4 GEORGIA.  BARGAINS—100
B.  Coh.  1/6; 18 Georgia IO<L; 20 Rhodesta  1/2. ASK for FREE LISTS.
K.  C .  WATKINS.  S tamp Importer  (M .M.  DeotJ ,  Granvi l le  Road. BARNET

FOR SERIOUS COLLECTORS
Our Bargain "Discount" Approvals contain a fin® rang® of picked Modern and Naw Issues,
Pictorials and Commemorative , etc., from 1d.-6d. each, less a generous discount. (General
selections only. No  single countries or G.B.). Approvals or details are post free, and we do
NOT send again unless requested. State whether you want British Colonials, Foreign or both.

p_  c ta | Rnc inocc  Hn lv  THE BIRKDALE STAMP CO. (P.T.S.)Posta l  DUSineSS<Jn ly  Dept . M, 104 ,  Uv.n>®ol Road. Southport, Lancs.

n BLITZ STAMP FREE =
The  WINDSOR STAMP CO, offer YOU, ABSO-
LUTELY FREE,  a marvel lous  packet  wh ich
includes  an  a t t r ac t ive  s tamp just issued by rhe
Polish Government in  Br i ta in  showing  the  ruins
of U .S .A .  Embassy in Warsaw ( rhe  f amous
Raciynik i  Palace) a f t e r  A i r  Raid* a t  beginning
of War ,  YOUR Col lec t ion  must  inc lude  one  of
these  Historic War  Stamp*.  The  WINDSOR
STAMP CO. will alfio s end  you a s  well ,  many
o the r  fine s t amps  ABSOLUTELY FREE in thia
wonder fu l  packe t ,  inc luding pictorial  NIGERIA;
ECUADOR (Compuhory  Tax  Stamps) ;  PERAK
(Ma laya  Sta t e  now in JAPANESE occupat ion) ;
Special  SCHLESWIG Plebiscite issue; pictorial
ESTONIA (V iew of Ravel ,  nea r  Russian f ront) ;
large AUSTRALIA Zoological pictorial  and
a t t rac t ive  Urge SILVER JUBILEE 1910 -1935  of

; King George V .  Just aend 3d .  s t amps  to  cover
po*tmgco*t*and  get  t hewho leo f  th i s  admi rab le

col lect ion ahsolataly t ree  wi th  Approvals .
Windsor Stamp Co.  (Deot .  M ) ,  Uckf le ld .  Sussex

F IJ I  PACKET FREE!!
Thi s  wonde r fu l  o f f e r  o f  20
variet ies should  no t  be  mined.
It include* the  beaut iful  Urge
s t amp  from the  Southern Pacific
b l and  i l lustrated,  also fine stamp*
f rom U.S .A .  (P re s iden t ) ,  o ld
F rench  (Sower ) ,  Rouman ia
(Chan ty ) ,  Brit ish Colonia ls ,  I taly
(King) ,  large Belgium, Slovakia ,
map  and  ove rp r in t ed  ilsuca.
Finally,  an  o ld  PORTUGAL
(catalogued 6d . ) and  an  old Q .V.
s t amp  issued nearly a century
ago. ALL FREE.  Just s end  3d,
postage and  request  approvals .

LISBURN & TOWNSEND LTD.
[MM] ,  LIVERPOOL 3

SHOPKEEPERS/ Ask for dttailt of quickly a*d inf orriaric
diop packets.

MINT CORONATION SETS
PRICES R IS ING

S. Africa 416.; S .  W.  Africa 6/-;  S .  Rhodesia  3/6;
Papua 1/6; N .  Gu inea  3/-; Nauru 2/1; Cooks, N iue ,
New  Zea land ,  Solomons,  G ib ra l t a r ,  Malta ,  Hong  Kong,
Tr in idad ,  1/3; Aden ,  Fiji,  S t ra i t s .  Gi lber t s ,  1/-; An t igua .
Bahamas ,  Montse r ra t ,  Barbados ,  Bermuda ,  Cayman*,
Domin ica ,  Jamaica, Falklands,  Leewards ,  Nigeria,
S t .  Kit ts .  Turks .  Nyasaland,  St .  Lncia,  S t .  V incen t ,  ?d.

S tamped addressed  enve lope  PLEASE.
C. A .  RUSH, 38 ,  Quan 's  Avarwe ,  LONDON N .2O

1 '6  Used AUSTRALIA  Herms i  and  Globes  FREE
This beaut iful  s t amp  which is used on  AIR  MAIL
let ters  will be  sent  FREE to  al l  appl icants  who  send
2 id .  for postage and  ask t o  see a se lect ion o f  my

"WORTH WHILE”  approva l  sheets .
JOS.  H .  GAZE. 10 ,  Pimlico Road, CUTHEROE.  Lancs.

‘Sevenoaks Special’ Long Sets X”1E™*
2/8 5/- 10/ 20/- 2 /65 / -1  OF 20F

Australia . . 40 60 72 95 New Zetland 50 65 90 120
Canada 50 75 100 130 Nigeria . . 20 28 32 38
Ceylon . . 35 50 65 85 North Borneo 18 30 50 80
Erypt 35 65 Mj 135 North Rhodesia 1 4 21 27 30
Gold Gwut 20 30 40 52 NyasaJsnd . .  16 24 33 44
Gt. Britain 50 75 100 125 S.  Leone , .  16 25 32 45
Hong Kort 20 35 52 65 S.  Africa . . 35 50 70 90
Indi* 50 100 125 145 S.  Rhodesia . .  17 23 33 42
Iraq . . 35 50 75 100 Straits Set ts . . .  25 40 65 90
Kenya 25 38 50 62 Sudan . .  15 25 37 50
Newfound- Trinidad and

land 25 35 50 70 Tobago . . 20 30 40 48
Owing to Present Stock Difficulties, Please Order Alternatives.

Ask for Complete Lists. Approvals against Cash Only.
F .  Har low.  B .P .A. ,  133 .  B radbwrne  Vale,  Sevenoaks.  Kea t

A FEW ATTRACTIVE BARGAINS
Corona t ions  comple te  202 val.,  m in t  55/-, used 65/-, w i th  Album 7/- extra. Crown Col, 135 vaL, min t  27/6,
used 32/6, Dominion* ,  m in t  29/6, used 35/-. Coronat ion* and Jubilee*, single sets, ask fo r  special list.
G t .  Bri ta in  K.G,V1  2/6, 5/-, 10/-—fine copies 4/6. Morocco Edward  VHI  11 val. m in t  1/3. Aden  K .G .VI  to  3a.
7 val .  m in t  1/11. Australia 7 new val .  2/-. Gi lber t*  K .G .Vl  t o  3d, mint 2/6, WAR PROVISIONALS: Austra l ia
min t  3 val.  2/6. Kenya min t  3 val .  i n  pair* 1/9. North Borneo War  Tax 2 val .  6d .  New Zealand used 2 val .  5d.

35  diff, s t amps  f rom the  Pacific occupied is lands 5/-, excep t iona l  va lue .
Wan t  list solici ted fo r  Br .  Co lon ia l s  and  Foreign  Countries, Postage  ex t r a  on  all o rder*  unde r  £1 .  Cash wi th  order.
A.  LANG LTD. ,  Phi latel ists,  9 ,  Charles I I  S t ree t ,  St.  James's,  LONDON 5 .W.1
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Stamp Collecting
Places in  the News

By T. J. Edwsrdj
"P  VER V stamp collector’s thoughts must centre
- largely around the course of the war, even when
he is engrossed with his stamps. Stamps can be made
to help in gaining an understanding of the huge scale
of this war. and this article is intended to show how
they can be used in making a pictorial map of places
io the news.

Our map must start in Britain, but there are few
British views of any real help to us. London can be
represented by two stamps a t  most. One of these is
Australia’s issue of

the news to-day, showed an excellent scries of viewa
of New Delhi, her capital city, on the special issue
commemorating the inauguration of the capital in
1931. These views show the Viceroy’s House, the
Council House, and the magnificent Secretariat
Buildings. Many of our older readers will remember
the interesting special article dealing with this issue
that appeared in the "M.M"  shortly after the
appearance of the stamps.

Newfoundland has included many views of St .
John’s in her many pictorial issues of recent years.

Berlin, Rome and Tokio, the Axis capitals, have
been pictured on several occasions. Berlin views
appear on the German 1930 Charity series among
others; there is a general view of Rome on the 5L
value of Italy's 1938 and 1924 Holy Year issues;
and the Imperial Diet buildings in Tokio are the
features of the and 10 sen values of Japan's
1936 issue.

Other centres of interest can be brought into the
story as they become topical. Thus the recent R.A.F.
bombing a Hacks on Germany are illustrated by views-
of Liibeck in the 1931 Charity series and of Cologne ift
the 1924 “scenic” set.

In this
connection
though t s
turn natur-
ally to the
outposts of
the Empire
that have
so  l a t e ly
been swal-
lowed up
by  the
Japanese
on rush ,
and  to
those that
are bearing
the brunt
of the current fighting, especially Malta. Tbe Grand.
Harbour a t  Valletta, one of the main objectives of
Nazi bombing, has been pictured m several issues of
the island, including the fd. and jd. value of the
current series. Gibraltar and Cyprus, our other
Mediterranean strongholds, and Aden, the famous
Red Sea station, are also well illustrated in their
stamps, examples of which are given on page 229.

Burma has a fine view of the River Irrawaddy,
scene of bitter fighting, on the 8a. view of the current
series; while Port Moresby, objective of many Japanese
bombing attacks in an effort to establish a base for
an attack on Australia, is shown on the Id. value of
Papua’s Jubilee issue of 1935. For Ceylon, the scene
of a great air victory over Japanese raiders, there are
views of Colombo ’ Harbour, and other interesting
places in the islands in the 1935-36 and 1938 issues;
while stamps of the Fiji Island Coronation issues of
1937 show scenes of various kinds in the islands.

Other stamps can be built into the story, and readers
who decide on the making of such a collection will find
it  an absorbing summertime occupation.

J 935, commemorating
the 20th anniversary
of the landing of the
Anzac Division on
Gallipoli. It shows the
Cenotaph in Whitehall.
The Houses of Parlia-
ment a t  Westminster,
damaged in an air
raid just over a year
ago, formed part of
the French design com-
memorating the visit
of our King and Queen
to Paris in 1938.
Another home design
that should be included
is the view of Windsor
Castle on the general Colonial issue for the Jubilee of
King George V in 1935.

The capitals and administrative centres of the
United Nations and the Axis Powers can all be
represented by actual views in their great cities.
Thus the White House, centre of the huge American
effort, is shown on the 4jc. value of the United
States Presidential series of 1938, and the Capitol a t
Washington, the equivalent of our Parliament Build-
ings, is featured on the $2 value of the 1922 issue.

Recent issues of the Soviet Union provide many
views of Moscow and Leningrad, the best being the
New Moscow scries of 1939, depicting scenes in the
streets of Moscow. Landscapes in the Crimea, one of
the principal centres of recent fighting, are shown on
special Crimea issue of 1938.

For China we must content ourselves with views
of Shanghai and one of the Ministry of Communications
at Nanking, all of which were features of the Postal
Service Commemorative issue of 1938. Australia
provides a view of the Federal Parliament Buildings
at Canberra on the Hd. stamp issued to celebrate
the opening of Parliament in 1927. Sydney Harbour
and Bridge were the subject of another commemora-
tive series in 1932.

Turning now to Canada, the Parliament Buildings
at Ottawa are shown on the Universal Postal Union
Congress commemorative issued by Canada in 1935.

For South
Africa we
have  t he
Un ion
Buildings,
t he  Do-
min ion ' s
Pa r i  i a *
men t ,  a s
subject of
the design
o f  t he
current 2d.
value.

India, so
urgently in
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COUNTRIES  MENACED BY FREE IO  NEW ISSUES
AND NOVELTIES

i n c l ud ing  Checho-
s l ovak ia  (P re  a.
Mnan ld ,  Dutch IndiM
(Queen Wi lhelmina),
Heng Kong Cantanary
I ce land  (Ced f i sh )
Japan (P i c to r i a l ) ,
Morocca (Mint KE .
V I I I ) .  Pallid
(P i c to r i a l ) .  Tarkty
(Co lumn  o f
Cons tan t i ne )  e t c .
1 w i l l  send chia gift
absaiitely free to all
s t amp  co l l ec to r !
sending 2 j d ,  poatage,

G. P. KEEP
Hillingdon. Eaitbiwrm

"THE YELLOW PERIL"
8 FREE stamps
from Australia.
New Zea land
and India to al l
app l i can t s  f o r
ou r  Wor l d
Famous Appro-
v a 1 Shee t !
sending 3d. to
cover cost c*

pottage.

Dept .  376 ,  ERRINGTON & MARTIN
South Hackney ,  London E.9 .  Est. 1181

DE CAULLE 1942
Cameroon is the first of  the Free French Colonies
to  issue an entirely new set o f  stamps, which  has been
pr in ted in  England and has the words 'France L ibre '
prominent ly displayed. I oi ler three o f  this historic
issue entirely free to  al l  applicants for approvals

enclosing 2 id .  postage.
R. D HARRISON, ROYDON, WARE

STAMPS AT WAR DISCOUNTS’

NOT SOMETHING FOR NOTHING, BUT?
50 Stamps Free including M in t  and Used Colonials,
etc,, to  applicants for my famous i d .  Stamps and

Cheap Sets. WITHOUT APPROVALS  Price 9d.
S. H. FLEMING. Newhaven. Glyn Avenue, COLWYN BAY

E DEE | Long Dutch set to  1 g., including com-
mems., h igh  values to  approval  applicants.

Prices f rom one-tenth catalogue. 2Jd. stamp please.

I .  D. HAMILTON, B.P.A. 8 - EL r™" 8

FREE GIFT to  al l  applicants for approvals. Gosling,
c/o G.P.O., Post Restante, Dumfries, Scotland.COLONIALS, FOREIGN or  A IR MAILS.

Pick any f rom out celebrated APPROVALS.
20/- worth as priced for 5/-, and pro rata.
OLD AND RARE STAMPS BOUGHT.

SAUNDERS & CO.  51 .  Oraycott Avenue, HARROW

FREE, 20 diit.  stamps to approval applicants. Send
postage.K .  Graham,  102, Brookside,Newtown.Carl is le.

FREE - STAMPS CATALOGUED 5 / -
to  applicants for id .  approvals.

COX,  17 ,  STONELEIGH PARK ROAD,  EWELLTHE FIRST STAMP EVER ISSUED
(Br i t ish  1840 Penny Black) for  P.O.  4/6! I t  is guaranteed
genuine i n  every respect. (Better-grade copies also
available n t  5/9, 7/6 6c 10/- respectively). Other
"Classics” which  every collector should have arc the
Cam? of Good Hope Triangulars; we oi ler I d .  rose (cat.
40/-) at 15/-; I d .  brown-red (cat.  52/6) a t  17/6; 4d.  blue
(cat.  15/-) n t  6/-;  and  6d. pale lilac (cat. 40/-) at 15/-.
Superb approvals (any country)  against approved

English references or  deposit. Full L ists Free.
NORRIS & CO.  (Dept .  M | ,  SOMERCOTES, DERBY

Catalogued 10d.. 2 6. 61— Denny each! Approval.  3d.
postage please. J. Baguley. Weston Colv i l le ,  Cambs.

V ALUE and  APPROVALS
A R I E T Y id.to 1/- each.

12-page Book.  FOREIGN and  COLONIALS.

E. & N.  GREY o*p‘- “uoiNsiow n

AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK
330 pages (40,000 copies sold).  Recognised as Britain's
Leading Short Wave Publication. Price 4/- by post.
Dept. MM. RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN

16.  Ashbridge Gardens. London N . I  3

CIGARETTE CARDS. Att ract ive l ist  o f  many in-
teresting sets in  min t  condit ion. Price 3d. post free,
R.  W .  Houston,  BCM/Exchange, London W.C.L

WANTED. Bayko set No.  5c. Reasonable price given.
For details apply G.  Al len,  “Appledore,”  Westmead,
Rochampton,  S.W.15.

WANTED. Mode l  Yacht,  not less than 36 inches long,
Roberts, 153. Cat H i l l ,  Barner. Herts.

WHEN WRITINQ TO  ADVERTISERS
PLEASE MENTION

THE "MECCANO MAGAZINE”

LEARN THE EASIEST
LANGUAGE ON EARTH

ESPERANTO is a neutral, simple, inter-
national language already in wide use
throughout the world. It develops inter-
national friendship, and its widespread
use after the war wi l l  help to promote
better understanding. Prepare yourself
now; a complete correspondence course,
including text-book and correction of

exercises, costs only 5Z-.
Full particulars free from the

BRITISH  ESPERANTO ASSOCIAT ION  Inc.
Dept .  P128 ,  Esperanto House

Heronsgate ,  Rickmansworth,  Her ts .
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reading “ France
Libre.” Altogether
there are now 63
different values in
the various forms
of overprinting!

A New Soviet
Union Stamp
A stamp to look

for is the Soviet
Union’s special
issue of September
last to mark the
opening phase of
the struggle against
Nazi Germany .
Specimens are not
available for illus-
tration in Britain
yet, but it is known that copies are now finding their
way to New York.

The design shows a three-quarter length figure of
a Soviet soldier in full equipment, with his mother
bidding him farewell as he leaves for the front. Set
boldly across the foot of the stamp is the exhortation
“He a Hero!” The stamp is in the large vertical
setting so favoured by the Soviet Union for its-
pictorial issues and it  is produced by the photo-
gravure process.

United States Victory Slogans
Collectors of meter marks should be on the alert

for specimens of the new “victory” slogans that are
appearing on current metered mail from the United
States, The Pitney-Bowes meter machines have
introduced a most attractive series of pictorial slogans-

that have changed their theme
from the earlier “defence”
idea to the more positive one
of “attack.”

Typ ica l  s l ogans  show
pictures of “Uncle Sam,” a
United States soldier, aero-
planes, war factories, and the
Stars and Stripes, with word-
ing such as “A'emrmfrrr Pearl
Harbour,” “Defend America's
Freedom” “It 's  Everybody's
Job” “Keep ’em Flying,”
”60,000 »n ’42—‘W7 can do-
it— Be will do it'.” The last
of their slogans is accom-
panied by a picture of a.
“Hudson” bomber.

Stamp Gossip
and Notes on  New Issues

South Africa's War Effort Series
Now that the complete series of South African “War

Effort” stamps has been produced, we take the
opportunity to summarise the details of the issues and

to illustrate
one of them.
The re  a r e
eight stamps
in the series,
all of which,
e i cep t  the
2d. and 1/ -
values, a re
p roduced
in  t he
cus tomary
b i -  l i ng  ua  1
make  up ,
with English
and Afrikaans
word ing
a l t e rna t ing
s t amp  by

stamp throughout the sheets. The 2d. and 1/- values
bear bi-lingual wording on each stamp.

The designs and dates of issue are as follows: Jd.,
Infantry; this stamp was first released on 19th Novem-
ber 1941; Id., Nursing Service, 3rd October 1941;
l |d . ,  Air Force, Portrait of
Flight-Lieutenant Kershaw,
12th January 1942; 2d., Sea
Defence, 15th September 1941;
3d., Women's Auxiliary, Jst
August 1941; 4d., Artillery,
20th August 1941; 6d., War
Production, 3rd September
1941; and 1/-, Mechanised
Units, 27th October 1941.
The stamp we illustrate is
the l$d. value, to which we
made special reference last
month.

I t  is understood that
Canada is contemplating pro-
ducing an issue on similar
lines, but a t  the time of
going to press no definite statement has been made
by the Canadian Post Office. Dutch Colonial Native Dancers

A Dutch East Indian issue that is certain to prove
hard to get, because its final values had appeared
only just before the Japanese invasion, is a series of
five stamps illustrating
typical native costume
dancers.

The designs are as fol-
lows: 2|c.,  religious male
dancer from Nias, an
island off the west coast
of Sumatra; 3c., Bali girl
dancer; 4c., male Javanese
dancer, in the traditional
costume of the native
Prince Ard juno, from the
native play Wajang-Wong;
5c., girl dancer from Batuk,
Sumatra; and 7|c.  t male
dancer from Dajak, Borneo.

These dancers are highly trained performers of
traditional forms and movements that have been
handed down unchanged through many centuries.

thank David Field Ltd., 7 ,  Vigo St., London IFJ ,
for their courtesy in loaning the stamps from which the-
illustrations for these pages have been made.

More Free French Overprints
Immediately on taking over the administration of

the French North Atlantic colony. St. Pierre e t
Miquelon, the new authorities seized all existing
stocks of stamps and applied an overprint reading:
“.Vorf 1941 —France Libre— F,N.F,L.” The first 500
sets were overprinted in black, except for the 1 fr. 75
value, of which only 300 were so treated. Then
further sets were overprinted in red, with the quantities

varying from 1,800
of the 20c. down to
1,315 of the 1 fr. 75.

It  is believed that
a special “Christmas
charity” overprint
was appl ied  t o
certain Postage Due
issues, but no clear
facts have emerged
concerning these.
Later, another 19
new stamps were
manufactured by
introducing another
form of surcharge
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Famous Inventors:  Thomas  Alva Edison —

(Continued from page 209)
time and after a few 'repetitions was useless. Edison
then tried pure wax, which gave better results, but
the cylinders were too fragile. Finally he used a
composition of waxy materials on which the sound
vibrations were engraved with a tiny sapphire.
Reproduction was by means of another sapphire
with a ba!I -shaped tip that did not cut the record.
Hand rotation of the cylinder was superseded by the
use of a clockwork motor.

The news of this in-
vention was received by
the public with intense
interest and the wildest
accounts of the nature
and capabilities of the
instrument were pub-
lished in the newspapers.
Some people refused to
believe that the invention
was genuine and declared
that the whole thing was
a hoax. Among them
was a certain bishop,
who appears to have
though t  t ha t  a
ventriloquist was hidden
somewhere near by. To
put the matter to the
test he recited into the
recorder, as fast as he
could go, a long sequence
of difficult names from
the Bible. To his as-
tonishment these names
were repeated correctly
by the instrument. The
bishop was then con-
vinced, because he said,
no other man living could
have spoken the names
at such a speed!

Edison’s records were
made by what is known
as the "hill-and-dale”
method, in which the
engraving tool rises and
falls. Another method,
known as the "lateral
cut," in which the tool
is moved from side to
side, was developed by
Emil Berliner, one of
the pioneers in the

development of the telephone. For this second method
a disc proved more suitable than a cylinder, and the
disc type of talking machine, or gramophone, was
developed to a high state of perfection and became
very popular. Edison then turned his attention to
the production of a disc record and finally developed
a disc phonograph that proved extremely successful.
He still adhered to his hill-and-dale method of record-
ing. Since that time, however, lateral cut record*
have almost entirely superseded the hill-and-dale type.

(To be continued)

Leaders in the War
General MacArthur

General Douglas MacArthur has literally been in
the Army all his life, for he was born a t  a small
military post at Arkansas, U.S.A, in 1880. He comes of
fighting stock, his father. Maj. Gen. MacArthur, having
had a distinguished military career.

Gen. MacArthur was head of his class when he
graduated in 1903 for the U.S. Military Academy,
and his subsequent military activities were intense.
By 1910 he had served in
the Philippines and in
Japan, had been A.D.C.
to the President for a
year, and for two years
an instructor in the U.S.
Mounted Service Schools.
He was a member of the
General Staff in 1913-15,
and again in 1916*17.
When the United States
entered the World War
•in the latter year he
was appointed Chief of
Staff of the 42nd (Rain-
bow) Division, formed

-of National Guard units
drawn from all parts of
the country, and in 1918
he became Commander

-of the Division, with
which he took part in
many actions in France.

He served with the
Army of Occupation in

-Germany from Novem-
ber 1918 to April 1919,
when be returned home
to become Superinten-
dent  of the U.S. Military
Academy. From 1922 to
1925 he was again in
the Philippines. In 1930
he became Chief of Staff,
and five years la ter was
placed on the retired list
a t  his own request.

General MacArthur
then returned to the
Philippines, this time
as military adviser to the
•Commonwealth Govern-
ment, and organised and
trained the Philippine
Army. His success in this work has been shown by the
magnificent struggle of this army against the Japanese
invaders. It was only on the direct order of President
Roosevelt, and a t  the request of the Australian
Government, that he finally transferred his head-
quarters from the Philippines to Australia; and he is
now in supreme Command of the Allied forces there.

Homby-Dublo Suburban Train Working—
(Continued from pace 224}

electrically isolated section near to the Buffer Stops,
while the "turnover” locomotive is in possession
of the main platform section. Similarly the engine
waiting in the siding will have to stand on an isolated
section to avoid interfering with the movement of
other engines in and out of the station.

General Douglas MacArthur, Commander-in-Chief,
Allied forces, South-West Pacific Area.

Photographic Competitions
The photographic competition of our advertisers

Johnson and Sons Ltd. closes on 30tb June. Any kind
of photograph is eligible, and the label, or the title
panel of a carton of a Johnson’s developer, chemical
or photographic preparation must accompany each
entry. There are 60 prizes, the two first being £5 each.
Prints only are to be sent to "Competition Department,
Johnson and Sons Ltd., Hendon, London N.W.4.’’

The 7th "David Brown" competition for photo-
graphs of a David Brown Tractor a t  work closes o«
30th June. Ntgativtl only must be sent to David
Brown Tractors Ltd., Meltham, Nr. Huddersfield, and
a prize of £3/3/- will be given for the best entry.

This War and 1914-18 —
(Continued from page 199)

between friend and foe until i t  was too late.
There have been countless other innovations in

this war, but one factor remains unchanged. I t  is best
summed up in a sentence which appeared in a British
General’s despatch many years ago, but remain true
to-day and ever will be: “The men are splendid."
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Competitions! Open To All Readers
What Train Parts are These?

Our chief competition this mouth is one for sharp-
eyed readers. Above 23 parts of Hornby or  Hornby-
Du bio locomotives, rolling stock and accessories are
illustrated, and all that competitors have to do is to
say what each of these parts is.

We expect this competition to be a very popular
one. The parts are all easy to trace, and care has
been taken in selecting them to make the contest
fair to owners of small Hornby or  Hornby-Dublo
railways. Competitors should bear in mind that even
if there are one or  two items that they cannot identify,
other entrants will be in a similar position, and the
list of prizes is a long one, so they should send in
their own entries, although these may not be quite
complete. Another point to remember is that (he

competition is not restricted to Hornby or  Hornby-
Dublo train owners; every reader of the ".W.A/.”
can enter.

When as many of the parts as possible have been
identified a list should br  made of them in the numerical
order shown in our illustration. The competitor's
name and address must then be written on the entry,
together with his age, and the result forwarded
to "Train Parts Contest, Meccano Magazine, Binns
Road, Liverpool 13," There are the usual two sections,
for Home and Overseas readers respectively, and in
each prizes of 21/—, 10/6 and 5 / -  will be awarded for
the best solution. In addition there will be con*
solation prizes. The closing dates arc: Home Section,
301 h June; Overseas Section. 31st  October

A Names Puzzle
It is a long time since readers were given a puzzle

of the letter square type, so here is a new one that will
give them great fun. In the accompanying panel are
90 letters, and these have been so arranged that in
them the names of famous aeroplanes and motor cars
can be traced. This is done by starting anywhere, and
passing a t  each move to the letter immediately above
or  below, or to the left or  right. Diagonal moves are
not allowed. Every let ter must be used a t  least once,
but there is no restriction on the number of times a
letter can be included in a name.

When as many aeroplanes and motor car
names as possible have been found a list of
these should be written on a postcard and addressed

Puzzle Contest, Mec-
cano Magazine, Binns Road,
Liverpool 13"  There will
two sections, for Home and
Overseas readers, and in
each prizes of 21/-, 10/6 and
5/- will be awarded. Even
incomplete entries should be
sent in, for there will be a
number of consolation prizes,
and competitors should not
forget to write their names
and addresses on their entries.
The closing date in the Home
Section is 30th June; that in
the Overseas Section 31st
October.

June Photographic Contest
In this month's photographic contest prizes are

offered for the best photograph of any kind submitted.
There arc two conditions— I, that the photograph
must have been taken by the competitor; and 2, that
on the back of each print must be stated exactly
what the photograph represents. A fancy title may
lie added if desired. We remind readers that they
must not photograph any features of military im-
portance*

Entries will be divided into two sections, A for
readers aged 16 years and over, and B for those
under 16. They should be addressed "June Photo
Contest, Meccano Magazine, B tuns Road, Liverpool
13," There will be separate sections for Overseas

readers.
In each section prizes of

15/-  and 7/6 will lx* awarded,
together with consolation
prizes for other good etiorts.
Closing dates: Horae Section
30th June; Overseas Section
31st October.

N A M E N A C 1 B E
O B L N D M 0 R M R
M B L 1 H A V R U I
Y A L E T E E S H F
0 G L 0 0 B R P I T
N D A D 0 N D V E G
D I A A N U E R L A
A G 1 N 0 s D U H N
Y B 0 R A N O M E D

February Photo Contest
Result.—First Prizes, Section
A: J .  E. Marlin, Wickenford;
Section B: 1. Alexander,
Glasgow. Second Pri res.
Section A: A. Audsley,
Exeter; Section B: A. New-
man, Sutton.
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Fireside Fun
Ductor: "Get a horse and ride 15  miles a day.  The

exercise is the best tonic you can have and will cure
your loss of appetite."

Scots Patient: "Ay.  doctor, but  what alxmt tht
horse’s appetite? Could I no cycle instead?"

* • • •
Inspector: "Did that speeding motorist grt across

the other day?"
Level Crossing Keeper: "Yes, his widow Ixmght one

for him out of the insurance money.”• • • ♦
Customer: "That hair restorer you Mikl me is no

good. I haven't grown a single new hair with i t .”
Harber: "Perhaps not. But you must admit that it

has a nice cooling eflect when i t  runs down your neck.”♦ • * ♦
"Which letter of the alphabet is most like an

island?"
" I  give i t  up.”
“T, because it is in the middle of water."

"And how do you like your radio, Mac?"
"Mon, it’s grand, but the wee fight’s hard to  read by!"• • « •
Tim was discovered smoking in the powder store.
"Stop that!" cried the foreman angrily. "The last

man who did it blew up  a dozen men."
"That  can’t happen here," retorted Tim.
“Why not"?
"Because there are only two of us.”• ♦ • •
Visitor: “Why don’t you try to keep nut  of prison."
Prisoner: “1 always do, mum, but then 1 get extra

time for resisting and assaulting the police."♦ • • •
“Why on earth don’t you put 'Wet  Paint’ nu these

railings?" shouted the irate old man who had leaned
on them."

“Why,  that’s just what I am doin’, isn't it?” retorted
the painter. • ♦ • •

“Waiter, is this really ox tail soup?”
“Yes, sir. Is something wrong with it?”
“Well, I’ve found what looks like a tooth m it.”
"That’s all right, sir. The ox must have been

biting his tail."

Tommy was in tears after his father had given him
a good hiding.

“Baby!” remarked his friend. “1 don' t  cry when
my father hits me."

“But  your father doesn't play the big drum in the
band," retorted Tommy sadly.• ♦ • •

"What  do you know about Przemysl?”
"It’s  hard to say."

• • * •
“ I  knew one man who escaped from a German

prison camp and walked over 300 miles to the frontier,
living on turnips and carrots pulled up in the fields.”

"Poor man! lie must have had a terrible time.”
“Yrs.  He said it was as had as a root march."

* • • *
“The cat made a lot of noise last night.”
“Yes. since he ate the canary he thinks he can sing.”

Family Cat: "1  wonder if that is a labour-saving
device for my benefit, or whether I am going to lose
my  job!"

Vp in the troop carrying aeroplane the parachutists
were dropping out  rapidly, but  one hung back.

"Go on, pal," urged the next man. "I t ’s  your turn."
" I t  may be," retorted the laggard, "but there’s

something wrong here. 1 really joined as a fire-
watcher.” • • • *

Interfering Old Lady: "A big boy like you could do
something belter than catching little fish.”

Big Boy: “Perhaps so. But this little fish would still
be safe if he had kept his mouth shut .”* • • *

Teacher: “If your father earned £10 a week and
gave your mother threequarters, what would she
have?"

Billv: “A fit," • • • •
A boxer was getting severely ina u let1 by his opponent,

and was retreating to the ropes. "Hit  him, hit him,"
his second implored repeatedly.

The boxer by this time was so dazed that  he clutched
at a ring post. "Not  with that ,  idiot," shouted his
second. "You’ll kill him."• « • •

"Why are hen-houses whitewashed?"
“To keep the hens from picking the grain out  of

the wood."
"Look what the moths have done to that poor dog,

Auntie!"
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■y«W#r«F/  WE MUST SAVE RUBBER

HOWTO  MAKE YOUR
DUNLOP CYCLE TYRES
LAST LONGER STILL
1_______________________ _____ _________________________________

OIL
Oil  is harmful to rubber, and tyres
should, therefore, be kept free from
i t .  Care should be taken to prevent
oil  from the hub finding its way down
the spokes and being absorbed by the
r im  tape, which of  course is i n  contact
wi th  the tube.

VALVE RUBBER
This does not last indefinitely and
should, therefore, be tested wi th  a
view to replacement i f  pressure is
being lost.

INTERCHANGING
When the tread of the rear wheel tyre
shows signs of wear change your tyres
over.

MISALIGNMENT
Excessive tread wear results from the
wheels running out of line. Feather-
ing of the tread pattern wil l  reveal
this condition.

INSPECTION
Inspect the treads of your tyres fre-
quently and remove any embedded
stones, etc.

INFLATION
Cycle tyres should be inflated hard.
If this recommendation is adopted
tread wear is reduced to a minimum.
The tyre lasts longer, costs you less
per mile and the country saves
rubber.

FITTING & REMOVING
Carelessness in these operations may
cause serious damage to both cover
and tube. The use of  properly designed
levers is strongly recommended. A
badly-fitted tyre wil l  wear unevenly
and rapidly.

REPAIRS
I t  is advisable t o  carry a l i t t le solution
and a patch o r  two so that repairs can
be effected on the road. Nothing
brings about complete destruction of
a cycle tyre more quickly than serious
under-inflation.

BRAKING
Brakes should be used as gently as
possiole except in cases of emergency.
Fierce braking wears the tread rubber
down several times faster than nor-
mal use.

2H/3O7
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MANUFACTURE SUBTENDED UNTIL  AFTER THE WAR

Model  Aerop lanes ,  Flying & Non-Flying
Ki ts .  Al l  bes t  makes  s tocked .

‘ ‘Wa te r l i ne , "  " Leyden , "  “K lown"  Sh ip  Ki ts.
"Trcmo" Ship Mode ls .

“S tamps , ”  “P las t i c i ne , "  “Lot ts  Chemis t r y . "
Dopes,  Cements ,  Wood, A l l  Aeroplane Sundries.

Cigaret te  Cards.  Books.
Ow ing  to  new  regulat ions 3d .  must  be  sent  for  our  l ists.

Have  you any D inky  Toys, Meccano  Sets, Hornby
T ra in  Sers, Dub lo  T ra in  Sets, and  similar goods to  sell
Second Hand .  1 w i l l  pay  a fa i r  pr ice for good  cond i t i on
art ic les.  No  fancy prices, please. Pack you r  goodscare-
fu l l y  and  stare prices wan ted .  CASH AT  ONCE.

Remember  t o  pack the  goods care fu l ly .
George D. Campbell. Dept. M .  46 .  High Street. Dumfnss

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
Special Barga in .  Dynamos o r  Motors for rew ind ,
200 watts,  Croydon 1 /12th  h.p.,  semi-enclosed, bal l
bearings, faulty coils, salvage, near ly new.  Size 7 i n .
by  6 In, ,  we igh t  15  lb . ,  for 10/- on ly .
8-way Lucas-Rotax swi tch boxes, 8 levers and fuses,
for charging, etc. ,  3/6. 6-way R.A.F, Push-button
switches, 2 /9.  4-way Rocker switches, 3 /6 .
Morse  Keys.  Type  B.1, 5/-. Type M. ,  6 /6 .  Type R ,
“Speed Key” ;  a first class Br i t ish  made Key  of  American
design. New  8 /6  each. Type P.F., 9 / 6 .  Type IV ,  12 /6 .
Special Ful ler  Service Key ,  few on l y ,  17 /6 .
Buzzers .  Practice Buzzer, 3/6. Brass-cased Buzzer,
4 /6.  Heavy type.  Bakeli te, 5 /6 .  Townsend H igh  No te ,
10/- .  Ho rn  Speaker for loud  Buzzer.
Radio Tun ing  Co i ls ,  medium and long wave w i t h  re-
act ion,  a l l  on  one  fo rmerand  mounted  on  metal  base, 1 /3 .
Twin  T r immer  Condensers on  ceramic, .00012 to
.00015 mfd. ,  6d.
Valves.  "Weco”  Tr iode general purpose 1 vo l t
midgets, 4-pin,  3/6.  6 vo l t  power  t r iodes,  4/6.
Pocket Cl inical  Thermometers  i n  metal  case, 2 /6 .
Variable Condensers, .0005 mfds.. 4 /6 .  M i ke  But tons,
G.P.O.,  2/6.

Please add postage on  al l  mai l  o rders ,  and send
stamped envelope for replies to enquir ies.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
19, Broughton  Street ,  Battersea, London  S .W.8

Telephone: Macaulay 2159

MODEL RAILWAYS
BOOKS:

"L .N .E .R .  Locomot ives"  1/-,  by  post 1 /3
"Mode rn  L .M .S .  Locos."  1 / - .  by  post 1 /3
"Scale Ra i lway  Mode l l i ng  To-day"  86 .  by  post 9b
“History of  the G .W.R . "  1863-1921

10 /6 .  by  post 11 / -
SCALE MODEL BUILDINGS: 00 0

Plateiayera’ Hu rs  . . .  . . . . . .  2/9 5 6
Contractors ’  Hu t s .  . . . . . . . .  3/-
Coal  Offices . . .  . . . . . .  3/6 6/6
Concre te  Coal  Office . . .  4i9 —
Water  Towers  . . .  . . .

SCALE MODEL WOOD WATERLINE
. . .  BI-

SHIPS:
13/6

Submar ine . . .  . . . . . .  8 in. 2/-
Corvet te  . . .  . . .  . . . , , .  5 i  in. 3/-
Aircraf t  Carr ier  ......................

Postage 4d.  ex t ra .
. . .  14 tn. 5/6

Why  not t u rn  those unwan ted  toys,  sports goods,
i n to  useful  cash? £500 wa i t i ng .  WANTED; Clockwork
and  electr ic  t r a i n  sets, Dub lo ,  T r i x  sets, r o l l i ng  s tock ,
t rans formers ,  accessories, ch i l d ren ' s  t r icycles and
bicycles, D inky  toys,  sai l ing boats,  do l l ’ s  prams,
rock ing  horses, juven i le  o r  Web ley  a i r  p isto ls,
fishing rods and  reels, chessmen, ladies’  cycles.
State cond i t i on ,  make ,  pr ice wan ted .  V igas  and  Co.,
131, Co ldharbour  Road, Br istol .

WANTED. A modern  gauge 00 toy ra i lway  o r  any
parts,  some smal l  and  large gauge 0 locos, w i t h  good
hau l i ng  power ,  and  a large Juncero  Outfit. Modera te
prices essential. Offers to Box  No. M7 I ,

& Halbrook. 109.  Deansgate. Manchester 3

BALL BEARING

ROLLER SKATES

13'6
Post Frei

FOR BOYS & GIRLS
Aga i  7-15

HEDGE'S
CYCLE SPECIALISTS

NEATH «LAM

WILSON LORRIES
THERE IS NO COMPARISON
The  PRINTASTRUCT spr ing ing system—as s imple as i t  i»
effect ive. Send for detai ls I d .  Leaf let  i nc luded  in ma in

catalogue,

6 -PAGE CATALOGUE bd .  POST FREE

Dis t r ibu tors :  Basser t -Lowke L td . .  Nor thampton .

C/4K:  Catt le  t ruck 6 - ton  k i t  w i t h  PriotB-
Strud cab and  fu l l  de ta i led  bu i l d i ng

inst ruct ions,  10 / - ,  post 4d .
D. MURRAY WILSON, Dept .  M
Model Engineer. South More ton ,  D idcot ,  Berks .

Other small advertisements on page 228
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Join the Well-Paid Ranks
of the TRAINED MEN
MANY THOUSANDS MORE ARE
URGENTLY NEEDED. PREPARE
YOURSELF FOR A BETTER
POSITION AND BETTER PAY

The I.C.S. offer Courses of  Instruction
in  a w ide  range of subjects,  including)

Insurance
joinery
journalism
Machine Designing
Machine-Tool Work
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineerint
Mine Electrician
Mine Surveying
Mining Engineering
Motor  Engineering
Motor  Mechanic
Moulding
Patternmaking
Power-House Attendants
Quant i t y  Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Servicing
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary Engineering
Secretarial Work
Sheet-Metal Work
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Telegraph Engineering
Telephone Engineering
Tempfating
Texti le Designing
Toolmaking
Turner
Weld ing.  Gas & Elec.
Woodwork ing
Wool len  Manufacturing
Works Engineering
Works Management

Accountancy
Advert is ing
Aeronautical Engineering
Aero Engine Fi t t ing
Aero Fi t t ing and Rigglny
Aeroplane Designing
Air -Condi t ion ing
Archi tecture
Archi tectural  Drawing
Boi l t rmak ing
Book-keeping
Building Construct ion
Building Contract ing
Business Training
Business Managemem
Cabinet Making
Carpentry
Chemical Engineering
Civi l  Engineering
Clerk  of Works
Col l iery Management
Commercial  A r t
Concrete Engineering
Cotton Manufacturing
Diesel Engineering
Draughtsmanship
Drawing  Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Engineer i n  Charge
Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Fi t t ing  and Turning
Foundry Work
Garage Management
Gas-Power Engineering
Ground Engineer
Heating and Venti lat ing
Hydraul ic Engineering

Ambi t ious  men  everywhere  have
succeeded through I.C.S. Home-Study

a l so  can  you .  IV e
offer you the benefit
of our  51  year s ’
matchless experience
as  the  c rea t i ve
p ioneers  of pos ta l
instruction.

Courses*  So

If you need technical training, our advice
on any matter concerning your work and your
career is yours for the asking— free and with-
out obligation. Let us send you full information
regarding the subject in  which you are specially
in t e re s t ed .  DON’T DELAY.  Make
“ACTION” your watchword.

The successful man  does to-day what
the failure INTENDS doing to-morrow.
Write to us  TO-DAY.

A nJ  most of the Technical, Profesiional, Civil Sen-tea
Matriculation Exa m i

YOU MAY USE THIS COUPON
[Penn> ttarnn on unsealed envelope!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dept. 218, International Buildings, Kingsway, London W.C.2

Please send me the Syllabus of your Courses «n

Name Age

Addres* ..........................................................

meccanoindex.co.uk
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MECCANO
-MAGAZINE

Rfrittered at G.P.O., London. for frcinvmittwM
Cano+riafl Magatttif Post

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICE:
LIVERPOOL 13, ENGLAND.

Telegrams: " Meccano, Liverpool.”
Publication Date. The "A/.jW.” is published ou

the 1st of each month.
Readers* Sales and Wants. Private advertisement*

(i.e., not trade) are charged Id. per word, minimum 1 / -
Cash with order. Editorial and Advertising matters
should not be dealt with on the same sheet of paper.

Readers' advertisements are published as soon as
possible; inclusion in the first issue after receiving
them cannot be guaranteed.

Small Advertisements. 1/8 per line (average seveti
words to the line), or 20/-  per inch (average 12 line*
to the inch). Cash with order.

Display. Quotations for space bookings, and tatesi
net sale figures, will be sent on request.
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This Month’s Special Articles
Page

Air News .. .  . . .  . . .  . . .  210
Books to Read ...................................... 206
Club and Branch News .......................... 222
Competitions Page .. .  . . .  . . .  231
Curt iss Figh ters o f the R . A.F...................... 202
Engineering News ...................................... 216
Famous Inventors: Thomas A. Edison - I I  208
Fast Running in New Zealand ............... 207
Fireside Fun ...................................... 232
From Our Readers .......................... 215
Gears and how to Indentify them ... 212
Hornby Railway Company Pages .. .  223-5
Madagascar... ' . . .  . . .  ............... 200
Meccano Model-Building Competition .. .  221
New American Milling Machine ............... 203
New Meccano Models .......................... 220
Photography ...................................... 214
Railway News ...................................... 204
Stamp Collecting ...................................... 227
Stamp Gossip ...................................... 229
Suggestions Section .......................... 218
This War and 1914-18 198

READERS' SALES AND WANTS
WANTS

Wanted. Collection of Stamps, or loose Lots;
full particulars.—Philatelist, 3, Dawson Road,
Birmingham 21.

Wanted. Hornby Dubio Goods Vagons. Will
pay 1/3 for each.— E.  N. Day, Bungalow, Myrefield,
Pen istone.

Wanted. Hornby Dubio train set. State price.—
Gates, 144, Milton Road, Cambridge.

Wanted to purchase Hornby "Dubio" Electric
locomotives, rolling stock and equipment.—Sears,
Bolney Place, Bolney, Sussex.

Wanted. Collections of Stamps. Send stamps and
price required to—W. M. Jenkins, 51, Lloyds Avenue,
Scunthorpe. Lincs.

Hornby "Dubio" Electric Goods Train set (E.D.G.7).
wanted, good condition and running order, price and
list to— Beston, 82, Acheson Rd., Hall Green, Bi rm.

Wanted. Hornby Gauge ”O" Clockwork straight
rails, parallel and crossover points, double track
curves. Price and particulars to— Willis, Sunnydene,
Eamsdale Road, Darwen r Lancs.

Wanted. Meccano nuts, bolts, angle girders.
Consider outfit. Send particulars— Houstoun, Loan-
end, Berwick.

Wanted. Air Pistol or Rifle with slmjs if possible.
Details etc.—Ogison, "Lynbrock," Enfield Crescent,
Poole.

Wanted. " Meccano Magazine" for October 1946
also December 1941.— B. lutchener, 71, Herbert Road,
Rainham, Kent.

Wanted. Good model Yacht, state length, mast
height, maker— IJoyd, 19, St. Michael’s Crescent,
Headingley, Leeds 6.

Wanted. Dinky Toys and Britains Soldiers, any
condition, but must be unbroken,—'turner, Roskelly,
Redinnick, Penzance.

Wanted. I wo Meccano 167b Ring frames.—
Bellamy, 118, Mead Way, Coulsdon, Surrey.

Wanted urgently, complete sei of "Chess,” wood,
bone or metal, must l>e good set, will pay up to £5 for
set.— R. N. Cook, 41, Sheringham Rd., Kings Norton.
Birmingham 30.

Wanted. 20- v. Motor, suitable transformer, two
1 '  gears, sprocket chain. Will buy separately. Par-
ticulars—J .  M. Lane, White House Farm, Foul ridge,
Nr. Colne, Lancs.

Wanted. Large layout of Twin-Trix or  Hornby
"Du  bio*: to form model railway, must be in tip- top
condition.— F. Riddle, 239, Broadway, Southall,
Middx.

SALES
Trix Twin cost £10. Engine, Points (remote)

Wagons, etc., £7 IDs. o r  offer.—Blackhurst, 21,
Brookside Rd., Brooklands, Cheshire.

Electric Train Set (Lionel) American type. Air
Books by well-known authors. 1,700 Cigarette Cards.
Frog Penguin aeroplanes,—Ward, 191, Baker Street,
Enfield, Middx.

Bicycle Speedometer or  exchange for Simplex
Typewriter,— Evans, 4, Bryn Terrace, Ynysforgan,
Morriston, Swansea.

5d. each "Meccano Magazines” Jan.  1939-Dec. 1941.
50 "Modem Worlds” and "Wonders” l t d .  each.
Also "Scale Plans of Military Aircraft" 3/9. All in
good condition. Stamp for full particulars—Harvey,
10, Rectory Rd., Southport.

Very large Hornby "O" gauge Clockwork Railway
containing every accessory, very good condition,
priced a t  £14, will accept £12, or near Oller. Apply—
Donkin, I, Old Road West, Gravesend, Kent.

Two Morse Keys and one Buzzer; also one Roulette
set and two Wills' cigarette albums. Best off er  accepted.
Apply— M, Dougall, 1, St. Andrew St., Ayr,

Model "R” Simplex Typewriter, 10/-; Microscope,
10/-; Magazines etc. Send for lists.— Hall, 23, Bingham
Park Road, Sheffield 11.

No. 2 Meccano Car Constructor 12/-, Dinky Toys,
list Id, 2 Hornby "Riviera Blue" coaches, diner and
sleeper, 6/- each. All excellent condition.—Turner,
W rimstones, Swimbridge, Barnstaple.

Over 450 Stamps, 8/6 or nearest offer. Also Boys
Books, for ages 9-14. 2Jd. stamp for list to—Crosta,
105, Brooklands Cres., Sheffield.

Large collection Meccano parts, gears, etc. Sell for
£6 or nearest. Stamp for list.—D.  Thomason, Oaklands,
Wharton Bridges, Winsford, Cheshire.

Hornby Gauge "O"  Clockwork. 2 engines, 8 wagons
and coaches, 35 rails, 6 points, 37/6 (carriage extra)
or  offers. Also Dinky Toys, Soldiers.—Bowness,
14, The Beeches, Manchester, 20.

500 different World Stamps (catalogued over 50/-)
Bargain 10/- post free.— M. Hawksiey, 18, Lancet
Lane, Maidstone, Kent.

Sale. No. 2 Special Tank ami No. 1 Tank both
Clockwork; 3 Coaches and 3 Wagons; 12 Curves
(2 ft. radius); 2 Straight lines and accessories; pract-
ically new, will take £3 10. 0 or  nearest offer; also
Tri-ang (large) Cargo Boat. £1—38, Caxton Ave.,
Norbreck, Blackpool.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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AEROPLANE PHOTOS.
AEROPLANES. New Lists now ready List

15W Warplanes, List 14C Commercial Aircraft.
Price 5d.  each or  9d. for both (post free).

RAILWAYS.  List No. 18.  2,500 titles of
locomotives and trains (24 pages). Price 6d.

SHIPS. Lilt No. 5. 1,000 titles: warships,
destroyers, liners, sail-ships, e tc .  4d. (post free).

Any one  of above lists sent  with specimen
photograph and copy of “R.P.  NEWS," lOd. (post
free). All photographs size 5J x 3 |  i n .  5/- per doz.

"WARPLANES No. 4"
"Bri t ish & Amer ican Aerop lanes"

Drawings, photographs and constructional
details of 22 famous aeroplanes. Price 1 /6 .

WARPLANES No. 1, ’‘IDENTIFICATION OF
BRITISH AND ENEMY AIRCRAFT.” Drawings, photo-
graphs. constructional details,  etc. Price 1 /3 .

WARPLANE8 No. 2,  ‘INTERIOR DETAILS.”
Sectional drawings,  photographs and  descriptive
mat te r  of eleven famous aircraft .  Price 1 /6 .

WARPLANES No. 3, 1‘THE BOOK OF THE
SFiTFiRE.” Generously i l lustrated.  Price 1 /3 .

“AMERICAN AIRCRAFT DESIGNATIONS.”
Explaining the numbering and code let ters  of
U.S.A, aeroplanes. Price 5d .  (post free).

“R.P. NEWS” Issued (about)  every mon th
for all interested in Aeroplanes, Ships and Rail-
ways. 1 / -  for six issues. Specimen copy 2d .

“LUM08”  EPISCOPE for direct projection
(no lantern slides required) of photographs,
magazine Illustrations, postage stamps, etc.
£5/5/-. Send for descriptive leaflet.

Real Photographs Co. Ltd., Southport

BOND'S
Limited Supplies are still available

of

Model Railway Parts
Model Yachts

Model Ships' Fittings
Model Aeroplane Kits

Let us know your requirements
and we will be pleased to quote
for parts we can supply from

stock

BOND’S 0 ’  EUSTON ROAD LTD.
357 ,  Euston Road ,  London  N .W.1

Telephone EUSton 54  4 J -2. Est. 1887

Have you sent
for a copy of
JOHNSONS
FREE BOOK?
This gives you full instructions how to develop
your films correctly and how to make bromide
and contact "gaslight" prints. Johnsons way is
simple but very sure. Use AZOL for your films
and AMIDOL for developing your prints. Write
to-day to E/M Dept, for full details, including free
Handbook on Home Photography.

WHY NOT DO YOUR OWN
DEVELOPING & PRINTING?

SPECIAL OFFER!
Far a 2/3 P.O. Johnsoos will wnd you post free (G.B.
only) a trial set of Chemicals, including l-oz. bottle of
AZOL, to develop eight spoils 2 j  tn bv 3J in., 4-oz
tin ACID-FIXING, making 90-60 or solution, one
packet AMIDOL DEVELOPER, enough for 2 to 3
down bromide or gaslight prints. Address E/M Dept OF HENDON
JOHNSON & SONS Manufac tur ing  Chemists LTD., HENDON,  N W. 4

meccanoindex.co.uk
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A WONDERFUL BARGAIN BOOK OFFER TO EVERY READER OF THE "M.M

SEE HOW
BOMBERS |

WORK! !
MARVELS and SECRETS of the R.A.F. SHOWN
AND EXPLAINED FOR THE FIRST T IME!

The  Book  o f  the  Hour !  —
“BRITAIN ’S  WONDERFUL A IR
FORCE"— the  most  thr i l l ing  and
reveal ing book of  the  war !—an
ent i re ly  new p ic to r ia l  work  which
shows and explains in  de ta i l  for the
f i rst  t ime ,  in  over  300 wonder fu l
drawings,  photographs and  d iagrams,
and  over  300 pages o f  graphic  nar ra -
t i ve ,  the  marve ls  and secrets o f  the
Roya l  A i r  Force!

Every reader

°« R300
DRAWINGS*
PHOTOGRAPHS

, v TAIN’S
’WlERFIJL

AIR
J°RCE

the “Meccano
to secure this

superb work —easily worth 15 at a
Special l.ow Privilege Priic. Supplies
are s t rut  ly limited and all applications
will be dealt with in rotation So you
Ml ’ST post the Order-Label on the left,
with Remittance I MM ID  I ATE I .V

Now look  a t  some  o f  the  wonder fu l
subjects: HOW F IGHTER AND
BOMBER P ILOTS ARE TRAINED-
HOW A PLANE S INSTRUMENTS
WORK—  F INDING THE TARGET
IN  THE DARK—  HOW A SELF-
SEALING PETROL TANK WORKS
—WHAT HAPPENS WHEN
A P ILOT  BALES OUT— HOW
NIGHT F IGHTERS ATTACK—
WHAT HAPPENS ON A
CHANNEL SWEEP—LANDING BY
RADIO BEAM  — RADIOLOCA-
T ION— SECRETS OF  THE D IVE
BOMBER—  R.A.F .  GL IDERS—  PARA-
TROOPS—  A IR  M IN ISTRY,  RAF
COMMANDS.  TRADES,  PERSON

SEE HOW
PLANE'S

WORK!

STANDARD EDITION (5s. 3d. )
DE LUXE EDIT ION (6s. 3d . )

Str ike ou t  Edi t ion NOT requ i red

y.B. o-f.i in Gr .  Britain , \ .  Jn  Li

BOOKS WITH CARE
CARRIAGE PAID HOME

NAME

ADDRESS

TOWN

COUNTY
Jf h nJcIk  end ,  return io  Odhatns Press LrJ.. Book Ocpr
Kings Langley. Herts. fX-M M.H . n/42).

For the Standard Edition bound in
Blue Book' kdh, embossed in Gold, all
you send is only 5. 3, which include*
carriage, packing, insurance. ♦ t< . F«»r
the Dr Luxe Edition bound in Scarlet
Art Leathercloth embossed in real
22-Carat Gold, all you send is only K
which includes carriage, packing, in
snrance, etc.

DO THIS NOW
Label on the left. Indicate edition
required and post at oner. tog<lh-r
with a Postal Order for the correct
amount according to edition required i--

ODHAM5 PRESS LTD.,
“A IR  FORCE." BOOK DEPT.,

X .M .M.H . ,  KINGS LANGLEY, HERTS.
Make Postal Order payable to < Mhatns

Press Ltd., and cross A. Co

»ST  FORM AT  ONCE?
I 'unnsHHi.  a r  MLt  CANO L io . .  Koao.  Lv»xh  l l lL i j .  Ex* t.AMp.

I'nni&l by I hit Wajdiniton I J .
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